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Report of return visit of the cyprus Industrial s+ .-ategy Team, 

January 1988. 

1. Puipow of visit 

'l'he Cyprus Industrial Strategy was received by the Cyprus Govermnent 

in October 1987. and was extensi"Vely discussed within the gcwermnent 

in the ensuing months. In addition ccpies of relevant sections had 

been distributed in industrialists to obtain their views of the 

analysis and rec:mmendations contained in the CIS. The return visit 

of the original sector specialists and team leader in January 1988 

was to: 

- discuss the report with industrialists and others concerned 

with the restructuring of Cypriot industry 

- consider, in conjunction with the industrialists, measures 

which they could take, with or without qovernment support, to 

further the process of restructuring. 

- formulate a plan of action for the general recomnendations, 

and those contained in the specific sub-sector reports. 

The team leader was further expected to discuss the general report 

with all parties concerned, consider ways of taking forward the 

general recamendations, and what technical assistance would be 

required for this and for the sub-sectoral action plans. The precise 

terms of reference are included in Appendix 1 

Coac1Dct of the '9' .I.Sit 

The t ... as a whole were in Cyprus for one week. Their time was 

devoted to meeti.19 indust~ialists, individually and collectively, 

civil servants, banks, trade unions and sector specialists in 

parastatal organisations such as the ITA, the HTI, and the CPC. 

A series of sector public me1Jtings were held, at which each 

specialist presented their report. and discusse'1 their cor..:lusions. 

In addition, 12 meetings took pl.ace with the industry as~ociations. 

The full list '>f those CC'nsulted and the conclusior.s reached are 

9iven in the sub secto~ report5 which follow. 
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'l'he team leader stayed for a second week, to discuss, primarily with 

gove:nment officia1s, the general report and the recoanendations 

arising therefraa. 'l'hese discussions concentrated in particular on: 

- the structure and functions of the proposed Strategic 

Planning Council 

- the proposed cdllplex to pramte industrial design 

'l'he CIS put a major enphasis on the need for industrialists to 

develop links between themselves on a consortia basis. Given the 

lack of ~ccess of previous policies to encourage the growth of large 

fi.nlS, inter-enterprise co-operation was seen as a necessary way of 

obtaining access to services normally only available to larger firms. 

Such services included joint representation overseas, export market 

information, specialist technology, strategic sector information, 

specialist skills progranaes and so on. 

Since the original CIS mission a year before, two of ~he sectors -

clothing and footwear - had taken steps to promote such co-operation. 

During the 1988 visit, the clothing industry association of the 

Employers a.~d Industrialists Federation prepared detailed plans for a 

conmK>n resource centre, jointly funded by industry and govf':rnment, 

and for a skill centre devoted to specialist clothing skills. The 

footwear association likewise prepared plans for a skill centre, and 

a joint representative in the European clothing market. In adC~don 

discussions were held about the possible expansion of the Footwear 

Testing Unit at the Highe~ Technical Institute, into a more wide • 

ranging sectoral resource centre. 

In the furniture .. ctor, an initiative had already been launched in 

May 1987 by 12 Linaasol furniture makers. They had set up a joint 

retaili119 company, which by January 1988 had three main shops, in 

Nicosia, LiJlaasol and Paphos. Each member enterprise produced a 

specialised product for the shops, allowing 9reater scale economies 

while at the smne time contributing to a full product line within the 

•hop•. Systems of quality control and prompt deliv~ry had been 
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developed. and interior design consultants engaged to provide a 

service to custcmers. 'l'he finlS were giving technical advice to each 

other. and had recently begun joint purchasing of inputs. This 

initiative, which bas allowad the -.oer firms to cut costs. while 

illproving quality and custcmer service, is an excellent exa1111le of 

the advantages of inter-enterprise co-operation in action. We 

understand that since our visit, a second consortia has been started 

by another group of Li sol furniture makers. 

'l'he furniture industry association also llflde progress by e-stablishing 

a series of working groups on areas of strategic i.."'l>Ortance for the 

sect.or. design, quality and production systems. materials 

de'felo!-nt. training anc1 education. export pra.:>Uon. and inter-firm 

co-operation, particularly in the field of retailing • 

'1'be f oocl processing sector is distinguished by being cmp>secl of 

distinct sub-sectors, and it is at this level that co-uperation may 

be DK>st effective. There exist strong sub-sectoral groups, and as 

the result of the January visit the meat processors are considering 

ways of extending their co-operation into the production and 

marketing field. Proposals were also discussed for a sector wide 

resource centre to be linkecl to the Hotel and Catering Institute • 

The metal working sector is likewise cmp>sed of distinct sub 

sectors, but they have made progress in discussing a number of joint 

initiatives affecting the sector as a whole, and establishing a 

working group to take f orvard the recamendations of the CIS metal 

working section. 

The overall cor.cluGions f r!"'I this part of the mission are as follows: 

i) the return of the sub sector specialists and the discussion 

of their reports acted as a catalyst t-~ industrialists (as 

well as those working fo'!: the government and parastatals) to 

consider strat99ic issues and ways in which they could 

practically co-operate • 



ii) substantial heaclway was 112tde during the week in planning 

projects in a>re detail. particularly the sub sectoral 

resource and skill centres. 

iii) the industrialists' associations have played an .inp>rtant 

role in encouraging 'these initiatives, circulating material, 

holcli.ng initial review sessions, hosting meetings, taking 

minutes. and Jlllintaining the momentum. 

iv) the sub sectoral officials of the trade unions have responded 

positively to the project for restructuring in their · 

industries. 

v) the discussions provided a useful means for officers from the 

government and the parastatals to JDeE:t with industrialists to 

discuss sub sectoral strategic issues. 

vi) there was a positive response to the strategies from user 

groups, notably the Hotels Managers Association, and the 

cyprus consumer Association. The involvement of such groups 

is important as a means for improving quality, and producer 

responsiveness to demand. 

Detailed discussions of these points and the resulting sectoral 

action plans are contained in the sub sector reports which follow. A 

time chart is also attached as Appendix 3. One general 

reconnendation we n:ake as a result of the experience of these 

discussions is that similar return visits by the sector specialists 

should take place periodically (say once a year) d'1ring the first 

three years of impl.<.nentation. 

'!be Strategic Planning Coancil 

The discuRsion with government officials during the necond week 

centred en the Strategic Planning Council. This had been one of the 

principal proposals of the CIS main report, as a means of encouraging 

industrial strategic planning in cyprus. The proposal involved the 

followir.g: 
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- a aul1:ipartite Council, ccmerising nallbers of the Government. 

industry. trade unions. banking and the quasi public bodies • 

- an Executive Ccanittee made up of the Ministers of Connerce 

and Industry. Finance. Labour. Education and Agriculture. 

- a small strategic planning secretariat to act as a support 

unit to the Council, ca11prising four professional officers 

and three support staff. 

- sector working groups. made up of one or Jmre members of the 

secretariat. short term secondees from the sector in 

question. and fraa releV"lllt parts of the Government service, 

as well as independent consultants as appropriate. 

- these bodies vere to be independent of existing Goverraent 

structures. reporting directly to the Council of Ministers. 

- they .ere also to be tenp>rary, initially running for the 

foor years until 1991. 

- they were to be responsible for producing a range of 

industrial strategies. for progress chasing, and monitoring, 

but were not themselves to have executive responsibility • 

Execution would remain the tasks of the current Ministries 

and quasi public bodies. 

There was full support for such a Strategic COuncil from all sections 

of the government, from the industrialists and the trade unions. 

However, there was extensive discussion and some disagreement over . 
the details of the original CIS proposals. Matters were further 

affected by the reconmendations of a Technology Mission, which also 

visited Cyprus in January. and which also favoured the establishment 

of a strategic agency with respect to technology. The government 

held a number of lllltetings, attended by senior civil servants, quasi 

publics, and representatives of industry and CC111Derce, at which both 

tbe temn leader of the CIS mission, and the members of the technology 

miBSion were present. There was no conflict of view with the 

technology mission: indeed we saw the reconmendations as 

complementary. The governa.nt, too, wished to ensure the 

caapatability of the proposals. What follows is a 8Ulllllary of the 

main issues raised, and our recoanendations as the UNIOO/UNDP CIS 

miBSion. 

5 



•> CQllO.lt:ion of Council. There were tvo main issues raised: 

- whether the Council should include trade unions. The 

industrialists were of the view that this would delay proceedings, 

though this was not a view shared by senior civil servants. 

- the need for non government representatives ~o be in a majority, 

with the chair of the Council being independent. possibly drawn 

from industry, as is the case with the Cyprus Development Banlc. 

~t: 

- We are firmly of the view that the trade unions should be included 

in the Council. We say this because it is centrilll to the CIS that 

a consensus is achieved arouncJ its proposals. As the Japanese 

have shown. achieving a consensus may slow down decisions, but it 

speed:. up impl-ntation. With labour playing so important a role 

in the proposed strategy of industrial restructuring, it would be 

unwise to -exclude the main trade union organisations. 

- the SPC should be seen first and foremost as multipartite, with an 

emphasis on producing robust and generally supported strategies, 

rather than as an arena for exercising power. The prime 

consideration should be how to ensure that all major institutions 

concerned with the strategy, inside and outside government, are 

properly represented. Since the Council's focus will be on 

9overn11ent policy a."ld action (it having no formal authority over 

any party in the industrial or voluntary sectors) different 

sections of the Government will necessarily have a major voice in 

the proceedings. In the proposed composition which follows, the 

proportions of Government, and non Government representatives are 

approximately half and half. 

- proposed composition of the SPC: 

Representatives of the Ministries of Comnerce and Industry, 

Finance, i.bour, !ducation, and Agriculture, and the Planning 

Bureau. 
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The Directors of the Higher Technical Institute, the Cyprus 

ProclDc:tivity Centre, the Industrial Training Authority, the Export 

Pramtion Ort)anisation, and the proposed Cyprus Design Centre. 

Repi::esentatives frca the Industrialists and Employers Federation, 

and Cyprus au.her of o.nerce. and frca the indu'try associations 

of those sectors which are the focus of the SPC's emrk at any one 

tiJle. 

Representatives of the Trade Unions 

'l'he Govunor of the Central Bank, and th chief emecutbes of the 

Cfprus Develcp1ent BaJJk, the Cuamerci.al Banlt, and die ~ar 

Banlt. 

A representative from the Cyprus Conswners AssociatiOll. 

The body would coaprise a llini.mlll of 20 and a max.illam. of ... 8 

persons. 

The Minister of Coallar~ and Inclus\.Y'f st.-1.d be tr. tthe chair. 

ii) SCCJpe of the SPC 

SOllle clarification was r~i-red on the scope of the SPC., and in 

particular whether it was to be an enclltive as well as an advisory 

agency. 

ec-nt: 

There are a llUlllber of aistjnct functions involved in strategic 

planning: strat~ forml.ation; conRltation; f inanc1al allocation; 

execution; progres• chasing; S>nitortng. Ire r8CCllll88nd that the SPC 

•boulcJ not be concerned with execution. 'Reither the Council nor th" 

aupport unit will ._... the neceHary time or staff to execute 

decisions. At the .... time, the SRC will be more tban a 

consultative body. In addition to its cor.sultative role it should: 

- fo1:1111late strllt8CJY - throu9h its support unit and sector working 

7 



- advise the council of llinisters on policy; 

- allocate a restructuring budget between executive agencies, 

subject to the agreement of the Council of llinisters; 

- set out the terms of reference governing the ~nditure of 

finance; 

- lllOllitor the i.lllple11eDtation of its decisions, through a system of 

regular reports, including the reports of a strategic audit. The 

strategic audit would operate as an independent unit, reporting 

directly to the Council, and vould assess the effectiveness of 

those units charged with illplaleaing strategy. 

Progress chasing and sc:me aK>nitoring will be responsibility of the 

economic llinistries: but uU:imate responsibility for monitoring "°'1ld 

lie with the SPC. 

ill) 'lbe SPC and the stractm:e oi p.bllc ami.nist:ratian. 

'l'he current structure of industrial administration within the 

Govermnent is swmnarised in Figure 1. On the one hand there is the 

lead Ministry, the MCI, within which there is an industrial 

consultative comnittee which has met only sporadically. On the 

other, there is the planning mechanism. The highest body is the 

Planning Conaission, coaerising the relevant ministers, and chaired 

by the President. On general policy issues the CC!lllr.ission' s 

decisions are final, thouqh they will be passed on to the Council of 

Ministers and House of Representatives when necessary. 

It meets irregularly. The Coalllission has two sub eo11111ittees, one 

concerned with policy, the other with the budget. They comprise the 

senior civil servants in the relevant Ministries, and are chaired by 

the Minister of Finance, with other Ministers attending for matters 

of inllediate concern to them. There ve consultative coanittees 

involving the private sector which are advisory. The Planning Bureau 

acts as the servici119 unit to the planning structure, with its head 

reportinq directly to the Minister of Finance, and - as far as the 

Planning C.ollllisaion is concerned - to the President himself. other 

economic ministries, notably the Ministry of Labour, have structures 

similar to that shown for the Ministry of conmerce and Industry. 

Thus there is a Labour Advisory Conlftittee, involving both 
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industrialists and tr3de unions, which has a.~ advisory function vis a 

vis the Ministry of Labour. 

'l'he most pressing issue of discussion within the government with 

respect to the CIS is how the council and its support unit should fit 

into this structure. We consider first the strategic Planning 

Council itself. There are three main alternatives: 

- the SPC should have the status of other consultative carmi.ttees -

in this case reporting through the KCI. It would stand alongside 

the existing industrial consultative body, or might effectively 

replace it. 

- the SPC - again like the planning consultative CCllllllittees - could 

report through the planning structure, throuqh the Planning Bureau 

to the Planning Coamittee on Policy, and from thence to the 

Planning CClmni.ssion itself. 

- the SPC could report directly to Ministers and the President, 

either through the Council of Ministers, or the Planning 

Collmission. 

The argument for the first alternative is first administrative 

simplicity. There is already formal provision for a consultative 

body wi~hin the MCI framework. Secondly, the work of the SPC will be 

concerned with industry, and thus should fall within the province of 

the Ministry. Thirdly, the Ministry has to date lacked a strategic 

capacity, and the Council would help to remedy this. It would give a 

strategic thrust to the work of the Ministry. 

The argument for the second alternative, is that the SPC involves the 

inputs of a number of Mini~tries, and issues which do not fall 

directly under the MCI. These would include labour questionG, 

agri~lture, education, design training and so on. For this reason 

it may be appropriate to link the SPC into the existing planning 

structure, which is by its n.; ture inter-departmental. 

The argument for the third alte1native is that (a) industrial 

restructuring is a majo~ pri"r!cy for the ~'."V'-,:-nment for at least the 

next four years; (b) direct reporting to the Council of Ministers or 

the Planning Coa111i11ion 9ive1 greater authority to the SPC; (c) if 
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llinisters are to take part in the SPC, it would be inappropriate for 

that body to report to the Council of llinisters rr the Planning 

o-ission t-.Mough the mediation of a civil service depu1:9ent; (d) 

the modific..ltion. or delay of the SPC's decisions prior to their 

presentatioo to the Council of llinisters would undemine the 

authority of the SPC; (e) existing consultative ~ttees, 

particularly that within the RCI. lack the authority which the SPC 

R'l'lires, and have not in practise beo- effectiw points of 

initiative within the general Govulment structure • 

eo.-nt: 

If the Goverment wishes to give Industrial Restructuring a lu.gh 

priority. and if ~ see the SPC as botJa a co-ordinating body and 

one that cuts through aa.inistrative difficulties in order to achieve 

rapid results. then there are strong arguments for the SPC reporting. 

through their Owi:man, the llinister of 0-rce and Industry. to 

Ministers and the PresicJent directly. We therefore rewncl the 

third option • 

If the SPC is placed under a mediating department of Ministry, we 

would expect the following: 

- a weakening of the SPC's standincJ 

- the possibility of delays 

- a greater difficulty in achieving a consensus if any 

consensus reached at the SPC can be unpicked later by one of 

the deparblenLs concerned • 

- greater difficulty for the SPC in establishing an independent 

strategic culture, which is particularly necessary in the 

current situation • 

our advice has also been influenced by what has been achieved to 

date. None of the existi119 consultative bodies have become a 

sufficient force for strategic industrial thinking. Attempts have 

been made on a number of occasions to stiJlulate •trategic work in the 

industrial field. They have not succeeded, and are recognised as not 

having succeeded by those involved. This i• not a reflection on the 

individuals involved, but rather the structures within which they 

operate. In the ori9inal CJpru• Industrial Strategy we reconmend~d 

ways in which those structure• could be improved. - notably in the 

11 



llinistry of ec-rce and Industry - in order to cape with the 

challenge of the nezt cJeca.de. Until those changes have been 

introduced 11e think it unwise to locate the SPC within those 

structures - certainly for the initial period \lDtil 1991. In -tters 

of organisation it is not the rational structures of organisation 

charts which me Of prime illportance. but the effectiveness of those 

structm:es. It is the clifficulties which have been encounterecl in 

developing strategic inclustrial thinking within the goverimmt which 

bu been a clete.mining factor in influencing our ~tion. 

'lbere is a more general consideration. '1'he key to the success of the 

SPC is a sUengthening of the horizontal links between Gavenment 
, 

departments. encl the various industrial institntions. and a recluction 

of the ftrtical lqers. SUch structures have been key to Japanese 

industrial success. The fewer the vertical layers. the greater the 

authority of the body imJOlvecl - in this case the SPC - since it is 

closer to the apex of the pyrmai.d of power. and the more effectively 

it can tilen forge the horizontal links. such orqanisational 

principles are a pert of vbat in corporate circles bas ccme to be 

known as 'the new adainistration' - a set of principles aimed to 

replace the inflexibility of earlier centralised bureaucratic 

structures with ones which encourage innovation, decentralised 

initiative and flexible response. 

As to the appropriate ministerial body, in as 1111ch as some Planning 

Ccmnission clecisions have to be passed on to the Council of 

Ministers, the principle of the 'fewest layers' suggests that it 

would be simplest for the SPC to report to the Council of Ministers, 

throuCJh its Chair, the Minister of Commerce and Industry. This is 

the path we have indicated on Figure 1. 

Both the Ministry of CCllaerce and Industry and the Planning Bureau 

have a proper concern that their views be adequate}/ taken into 

account on •t~ers of c-.entral interest to thmn. To qive these due 

wf9ht before the SPC takes its decisions, as well as to ensure that 

the Council of Ministers are aware of departmental views, we 

r8COlllll8nd a system of concurrent r!ROrt•. These are brief reports 

prepar~ by the relevant departllent• for the SPC meetings, and 

f orvarded to the Council of Ministers as appendices to the main SPC 
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report tlnd ~tions. Su.ch a syst- encourages any 

deliberative body - her the SPC - to take account of the views of 

those writing the conc:urrent. since a hostile concurrent will weaken 

the chance of the -in ~tions being accepted. As an 

adlllnistrative practice. they have proved an inducement to 

cmp~se. and an insurance that key cleparmental views are 

registered at every level of decision taking. 

Linked to the question of the SPC's line of reporting is the location 

of the support unit. One vi• is that it should be placed within the 

llini.sby of ec-rce and Industry: this wu the view not only of the 

llinistrr itself but of the Planning Bureau. who have tllllphasised the 

need to expand the strategic capacity of the llCI. An alternative 

view wu that it sboald be a free standincJ unit, working to the chair 

of the strategic Planning Council, ~ly the Minister of cc.aerce 

and Industry. 

0 ent: 

For the same reasons as we favour the free standing Strategic 

Planning Council, we rec:uua.-nd that the secretariat be independent of 

existing departllental structures. It may also be advisable for both 

the Council and the unit to be established as a semi governmental 

organisation. 'l'his would allow the unit to 9111>loy secondees fran the 

pri~_rate as well as the public sector, and to determine q>loyment 

practises appropriate for workincJ with the industrial sector. Like 

other &e111i CJOVernmental organisations such as the Industr.ial Training 

Authority, it will be easier for such a unit to establish the 

necessary organisational culture if it starts as a separate 

institution. 

The CIS rec<l• anded that the Strat99ic Planning Council be set up as 

a ~rary measure, for the period of the current plan up to 1991. 

A llUllber of people have coanented that if strategic planning is so 

illportant, then the SPC and its support unit should be permanent. 

13 



'lhue are blu probl- vitll permanent structures. They usually take 

longer t:o set up: the Cfprus bport: Prcmotions Organisation for 

eD11Ple has taken many iears to get going. They also take longer to 

close dawn. a step that -Y be necessary either because the need is 

less pnssing, or because they are not functioning eff&etively as 

institutions. In the case of the SPC, the need for speed of start: up 

is ~t. Bot equally it would be vise for any goverrment to 

retain the option to restructure the SPC after the initial four year 

periocJ. in the light of changing strategic needs and the devel~t 

of strategic capacity elsewhere in the civil service. 

We .. re adri.aed that civil servants tlOUld be reluctant to ban,;fer to 

a taiporary institution. Incentives would have to be prOYided as 

pert of a fomalised leave of absence as a counteneight to such 

reluctance. 

'The Cyprus Technology Mission recamaended that any restructuring 

council should also be responsible for technology strategy, as well 

as for strategic work on sectors such as agriculture, retailinq, 

energy and the envirorment, which fall outside the 1-diate rubric 

of an Industrial Council. The support unit t«>Uld similarly have to 

be 4Xpllllded from the four professionals proposed in the Cyprus 

Industrial Strategy, to six in order to cover the technological 

tasks. Some officials took the view that the SPC should remain 

predmni.nantly an Industrial Coun~il. Others that its scope should be 

widened in the way su99ested by the Technology Strategy. 

our approach to this question is pragmatic. As the oriqinal CIS 

INCJCJ•sted, industrial strategy requires links to be made with related 

fields - of which retailing, touri81ft and aqriculture are all 

examples. The Hll8 is true of the qeneral issues of tec:hnoloqy. The 

terms of reference of the SPC should therefore be drawn broadly 

enough for the wo~k of the Council to a extended beyond 

111111ufacturing industry as narrowly defined. The proposals of the 
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technology strategy a.re fully consistent vith those ll8cle in the CIS 

and which are elaborated here • 

rii.) the -

We received ~nts that the tera 'planning' in the strategic 

Planning Council was confusing in the light of the existing planning 

structures. '!he Cfprus Technology strategy suggested thst a 

strategic agency should be called •the Restructuring Council• • 

O t ant: 

Any confusion over the word 'planning' should clearly be aoided. 1fe 

therefore suggest the adaption of CTS proposal, so that the SPC would 

beccme the 'Cyprus Restructuring Council• • 

'lbe idea of a Strategic Planning Council vith a support unit has been 

widely accepted, by Government departllents, industrialists and trade 

unions. It should be noted, however, that there are different views 

m1ang the various parties, particularly on the proper organisational 

location of the SPC • 

ca.-nt: 

Solle means of reconciling these views is urgently needed, if delays 

are to be avoided. We say reconciliation because it is important 

that all views are fully taken into account and talked through so 

that the new institution has general support. In this respect 

informal discussions are likely to be more effective than formal 

... tings, in encouraging c_reative thinking about these issues and in 

reaching a consensus. What is required is for 8CID80ne to be given 

responsibility for achieving such agreement against a tight 

ti.scale, say the end of September ~ "88 • 

In this r-ix>rt we have given our views on these matters as we were 

uked to do. But over-riding any particular proposal is the 

consideration that aCJreoment be reached soon, and that any new 

structure - whatever it• form - should be flexible, subject to 

monitoring, and adjustable in the light of perfo~~ce. 
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Discussions were held and • draft p1og1 drawn up with respect to 

'the type and extent of the external assistance required to assist the 

illpl~tation of the CJprus industrial strategy. over a three par 

period. Appendiz 4 inilicates a t~able for the proposed technical 

assistance progi: e. 
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1. '!here sboubl be regular re"turn visits by sedar specialists, HI 

once a~. to mlri.89 'Oil and monitor the -leaeatation of the 

:industrial sector strateq.i.ea • 

2. Tracie unions abou]d be represented on tha stn4:egic Planning 

council (SPC), together with industrialists. balks,. the consumr 

association. zelewmt quasi-public bodies, -.I ta principal 

llinistries and Goverlment ~s, as set CM'l: ia ttie text • 

3. 'fhe chair of the SPC shau1a be the lliniS1t-s cl Qmlnerce ' 

Inclustry • 

4. 'lhe SIC should be concerned wi'th coasultation. rtntegy 

formulation. poliq advice.. all1'Cl!ltit::n, the s«:tinf of budqetair:w 

terms of ref...ace. anll 111D1litorill9 ~l.emenbltian. It should 

e not, however, be an wxecuti~ agency. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

5. '!he SPC should report ~tlJ ta ttw. Council cl Wini.s~ers via 

its chai.nlBn, tlle llb.islber of eaw.e- &'13 Industry • 

6. The SPC should adopt ta practise rll concurnntc rgarts, carqing 

the vievs of the .Kinistq .of CollllaJCce and ladust1'7 ancl the 

Planning Bo.nau on any r~ion, a1lll ~ "them to the 

main SPC tepot't• rr.Jbaitted tJo 'tbe Council at lfimisters . 

7. The SPC BUP.~rt 1Dli t shml.11 be an bh! Hidant ltiady, working 

directly to tr. st~ic J»J.annil'llJ r.o.ncil tkwlgh the SPC's 

auau.an • 

8. 'l'he SPC ad .its .-upport ..Ut should be ..toUsihed for four yeais 

in the f ir.t in•tance • 

9. Civil NZ"VADU workhag for the •u.wart UDJ.t Sbould do so throug .. 

a formal i..ve of abeenoe, and on teims which caapensate for any 

detriment nff•r•d in worki119 for a temporary body • 
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10. The terms of reference of the SPC should be drawn broadly to 

allow it to cover restructuring in other sectors of the economy, 

and issues of technology. 

11. The name of the SPC should be the 'Cyprus Restructuring COuncil'. 

12. Agreement on the outstanding issues concerning the Restructuring 

Ccuncil should be reached at the latest by the end of September 

1988. 
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the following progress report for the Cyprus food proces~inq industry 

UNDP/UNIDO Report, Cyprus 

Industrial strategy, Sector Report Ho. 1: Food Processing (December 

1987). 

1. llUpme of risit: 

the original report on the food processing industry in Cyprus had 

suggested that there was only limited scope for expanding mass 

production in a small domestic island econany. 11: suggested however 

that there was scope for developing a range of Cypriot products for 

11iche marketing to higher price markets, initially the tourist 

market, but subsequently within Europe and further afield. To 

maximise impact and profitability in such markets it was necessary 

for small Cypriot prociucers to cooperate in purchasing technical 

support and marketing. 

The priorities of the second visit were: 

a) to discuFs with industrialists, trade unions, government official 

·and ~ther concerned parties the content of the CIS Food Procqssing 

report and its recmmendations. 

b) to consider how to take the recommendations forward, and p;:oduce a 

plan of action to this end • 
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2. O:annl.t:aUon 

TWo initial open .-eting were held for industrialists. and other 

interested parties to discuss "the Food report and its 

recca enclations. i'hese meetings and other infonnal discussions 

highlighted five .u.n issues. 

- lleallS of iJll>roving the quality of food products in the face of a 

variety of cost cutting pressures 

- meamres to strenqthen conswaer influence on the industry 

- ways of increasing co-operation between food processors in the 

field of purchasing and marketing 

- steps to establish a food industry technology centre 

- arranqements for discussing long term food industry strategy 

within Cyprus. 

Of the original recoanendations, those concerning bar codes (5 and 6) 

were considered to be adequately covered by existing practises, while 

those calling for a study_ of the catering industry (18 and 20) and 

the sactoral organisation of the MCI and training of MCI tttaff (22 

and 23) were covered in the wider proqranae outlined in the nain CIS 

report. 
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Fram discussions with food industry managers., it was clear that 

downvard pressure on margins, encouraging a lowering of quality, 

continued. The pressure appears to cane 111ainly from the tourist 

trade and retailers. One -t processor., for exanple., said that he 

had been forced to turn down an offer to make a breUfast meat 

product for a major Cypriot tour operator because the price offered 

could only have been met by a lowering of product quality. Such 

price squeezes were ~ iia the view of the industry. 

Furthermore, the Cyprus Tourist Organisation appears to reinforce 

this emphasis of price at the expense of quality. The first guide to 

cafes and restaurants for tourists in 1988 rates the premises by 

their facilities alone and makes no attempt to assess food quality. 

This is a serious omission since lower food quality standards can 

only lower the rP.~utation of tourism in Cyprus. 

sane retailers also put a premium on price rather than quality. In 

this they are missing an opportunity. For retailing companies 

introduced many of the quality niche market products which have been 

successful in Britain. The first report therefore suggested that a 

retail consortium might be an appropriate grouping to promote such 

product development in Cyprus. Two supermarkets were interviewed -

one with an aggressively price based market strategy and the other, 

based on cooperative principles, with a wider connitment to 

benefitting the consumer. The importance of such companies is 

growing - one producer suggested that two supermarkets now control 90 

percent of cheese sales in Larnaca - but none are yet organised on a 

national basis. Central delivery and own-label packaging is however 

used for comnodity items such as sugar bought in bulk from overseas. 

Even thou the COOp representative did claim that Cypriot consumers 

were motivated more by quality than price, the buying policies of 

both companies seemed to be determined primarily by price. Quality 

checks were limited to weight control and following up customer 

complaints. Neither company Reemed to have considered the use of 
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own-label to introduce new products or premiUlll versions of existing 

lines. 

In seekinq how best to encourage Cyprus food producers to upgrade the 

quality of their output. the hoteliers were identified as a group 

which potentially had an interest in pramting rather than merely 

cutting price. LeadincJ .-hers of both the hotel managers' and hotel 

directors'.associations were spoken to - all of whan represented 4 or 

5 star hotels. 'l'heir ~nts upon fresh fruit and vegetables, fresh 

meat. meat products. wine. preserves and butter all centred around 

the problems of obtaining local supplies cf adequate quality or 

consistency. It may be that the concerns of their purchasing 

officers and chefs or the concerns of lower grade hotels tK>uld be 

more orientated towards price. However the representatives claimed 

both hotel trade associations would welcome constructive and regular 

meetings with food manufacturers associations aimed at improving the 

quality of local supplies. This concern over quality was echoed by 

the director and staff of the Hotel and catering Institute. 

Responsibility for the development of closer cooperation between the 

hotel industry and food processors remains primarily with the trade 

associations in each case, This point was noted by the 

industrialists, and by the Cyprus Chamber of Coalllerce who are in a 

good position to encourage such meetings. But the government itself 

could also take a number of steps in support of a quality, niche 

market led strategy for food. We recoamend the followinq: 

1. '!be lliD1stry of a-rce and Inaa.try sboalc1 dillCWls with the 

CJpru.11 Tourist OrplliJt--tion the zole the latter could play in 

illpftWing food qualltJ' • part of a wider strategy to upgrac1e the 

quality of cypma taarha. '!he cm 9hoa14 be •keel to produce a 

public policy h;+ nt GD this llUl>jec:t bf the encl of 1988. 

2. 'Ille lliaiatzy of ·0 1rce and IndastrJ' should mi- current food 

Allpling and testing rates to enRn they adequately 9'1U'afttee the 
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...U.t:1 of food SQ11Plles to ar:-stic and apart markets. A recent 

case in which the Slleii ab public authorities turned back a 

coasiglmellt of Cfprmr grapes because of high pesticide resicllles 

suggests that there are deficiencies in the food inspection 

service as it is carnntly caasti.tuted. 

3. !be enfm::c d:: of food 1- should be _. m effective by an 

incEallse in fines. Olnently ..,,,..,,des like Seven Up have 

continued to empJ.or bannecJ additives in spite of prosecutions. 

4. A Cyprus Food a-i.BSion shaul.d be establ i•hecl as a matter of 

w:gency. In addition to the :functions ODtlined for it in the 

initia1 CIS i:eport:. it caul4 play a monitoring :mle with respect 

to the food inspection service. and condu.ct a review of the food 

laws as indicated above. 

4. strengthening consumer influence 

In Western Europe and North America, a strong consumer movement has 

also been found to be an important means of improving product 

quality, as well as ensuring continued a~tention to the link between 

food and health. Discussions were held with the Cyprus Consumer 

Association on the CIS food strategy, and on their own organisation. 

Theirs was largely a voluntary organisation depending on a high level 

of individual comnitment outside working hours. With only one full

time administrator they produced a regular journal, sat on a number 

of consultative c011111ittees and ran courses on diet and health in 

local schools. They saw food as their primary current cause of 

concern, and had raised the issue with all candidates in the recent 

Presidential election campaign. By inviting past senior civil 

servants to join their council, the Association had access to highly 

trained technical advice. We were most impressed by their degree nf 

consnitment and the level of technical support they had amassed. 

Arising out of the .. and subsequent discussions with officials in the 

government and parastatal institutions, a number of positive ~ays of 
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strengthening conSUller influence and health awareness in the food 

industry~- we reccmaend these in addition to the proposal for 

• the Food caaission in the original report: 

1. 'lbe ~ of llelllth slol1d provicJe naaarces to prcm>te 

caarm for ...ithy eating in schools. '1hiB shrmJd not bne to 

fall on t:be aam:e .._ ..a financial reeuarces of t:be caun.er 

Asaociat.ian. 

2. 'Ille lliD1ally of ~ and Indllstry tbmogh the Depertmnt of 

Prices ..a fbMl-r Pmtection Aau]d pi:ovide aupp1-ntuy mnas 
to t:be ~ OJDmwers •saociat.ian to all.air it to apancl its 

activities, particalarly with respect to tbe food ..a beverage 

inc1aatry. 

3. '!be OJD..-era Association sbcmlc1 be closely .involved in the 

estabJ iplwpnt of a CJprus Food ~i •Si.on. 

4. '!be Cyprus Tourist OEganhation sboald pr;ovi.de infoEmBtion and 

pnmDtional. support for the Cyprus Good Food Gaiae. 

This project is now being developed by the Consumers Association 

in cooperation with the Cyprus Development Bank. The Guide will 

be based on the British model, and is intended to act as an 

encouragement to improve the quality of Cypriot catering and as a 

source of independent funding for the Consumers Association. 

Given the Association's current limlted resources, it is inl'Ortant 

that the preparation of this guide can draw on the work of the 

government and tourist authority inspectors, provided this does 

not compromise the guide's independence. By listing only good 

caf es and restaurants the Guide will avoid threats of libel from 

those premises which have reacted angrily when criticised by the 

Consumers Association in the past. The representatives of the 

hotel trade to whom we spoke all welcomed the idea of the Guide. 
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'1'he C'1'0 is in a good position to pramte it once published. and 

were it to sell to only 1 percent of its potential market of 1 

million tourhts per annua, it would be a good revenue earner for 

the Association. Progress on the Guide was one of the most 

positive steps to have arisen as the result of the January 

mission, and contact bas since then been made by the consultant 

vUh the eomn.ers Association in London to sound out their 

willingness to support the initial stages of the project . 

5. c.Japeratioll bet..a food pzocmm in the fi.eld of pm:basing -a 
?RUbtlng • 

Members of the food industry were qenerally enthusiastic about 

suggestions that there needed to be n>re cooperation in purchasing 

and marketing, particularly in overseas marketing. The outstanding 

success of overseas marketing has been the Cypriot potato. Through 

total control over varieties and acreage grown and monopoly control 

over overseas sales, the marketing board has in 20 years transformed 

an industry on the verge of collapse to one which accounted for 11.4 

percent of Cypriot exports in 1986. It was generally agreed that 

monopoly control was of more importance than national branding to 

such an export strategy. Indeed, potato varieties are varied 

according to season and markets yet this enhances the reputation of 

Cypriot potatoes. Monopoly marketing is required to prevent 

suppliers refusing to meet comnitment as occurred with a past 

initiative in the clothing industry.. It nust ensure production of 

the quality and at the time required - an objective so far unmet by 

the Milk Marketing Board • 

Both in overseas and cJoa.stic markets, cooperation between smaller 

producers should be treated as a priority. Distribution synergies 

between the various chilled food aub-Hctors make this a prime area 

for cooperation, particularly in view of the expansion of prepared 

chilled f<JOCS sales in Western Europe and the growing number of self

cateri09 tourists. This is one example of potential cooperation 

across the sub-sectors. In most cases, however, it is advisable to 
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concentrate first on establishing cooperation within sub-sectors. 

During the January visit the most positi¥e steps in this direction 

were taken with respect to the -t sub-sector. 

As the result of discussion with the -t processors, the Cyprus 

a.a.bar of o:-erce bas agreed to pioneer cooperative strategies 

using the _.t processing sub-sector as a pilot for food processing 

sub-sectors more generally. At an initial 11eeting of virtually all 

a tars of the wt producers association the following areas were 

identified for possible future cooperation: 

sbmdardised quality pricing diSCO".mts and ainiima quality 

standards 

- joint shareholding in a separate distribution company 

- 1mnopoly marketing policy following entry to EEC markets 

- joint financing of an EEC standard meat processing factory 

- joint approach to hotel and catering trades to identify market 

opportunities, prOllOte quality and establish coaaon distribution 

- joint trade ~1iaits to Europe particularly to study cooperation 

between meat processors elsewhere an'3 the latest, computerised 

chilled product delivery systems 

- the establishment of a technical support centre, discuHed in 

Section 6 
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- joint action to reduce costs of •saie or return• and to prom>te 

better control of •sell by• date rotation • 

Of these ~tions, those which should most easily be achieved 

are to jointly -t hotel trade representatives, to arrange the trade 

visit to Europe and to agree requirellents for the technical support 

centre. 'lhe hotel associations were exue.ely interested in 

iJlproving liaison between the sectors • 

.. E91j 

Recamlendations in the first report that such a centre be established 

were discussed and considered correct in principle for the following 

reasons: 

- many firms could benefit fran food technological advice on a 

consultancy basis but few could justify employing a full-time 

technologist 

- current statutory advice on hygiene standards,often lacking 

amongst food processors, tells manufacturers what they should not 

do rather than advising, say, on how best to invest a given sum of 

money on improving standards 

- current analytical Hrvices in the goverru.nt laboratory are 

biased towards ct..mical analysis since this is what is normally 

required to enforce food standards. Food manufacturing support 

requires a centre devoted more towards testin9 the physical and 

microbiological properties of food ingredients and products. 
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Discussion with industry and educationa1 representatives suggests 

that the Centre 1111DUld be best locatecl at the Hotel and Catering 

Institute (RCI) for the following reasons: 

- the llinistry of Labour has already agreed in principle to fund a 

technical centre at the institute but t:he £30,000 initial 

allocation z ined unspent due solely to the other ccmaitments of 

those cbazgecl with acWinistering it. 

- student n.....,.. "°'11.d still be adequate to justify a food 

technology course at the Higher Technical Institute (RTI). It 

would }llDtlWer be possible to include a Food Technology "block• 

within the catering courses which could then foza the basis for 

short courses for food industry personnel 

- existing catering courses would be improved by 

microbiological facilities ~hich permitted 

demonstrations of the dangers of poor hygiene 

access to 

practical 

the technical advice service on .improving hygiene design in food 

factories would be equally applicable to catering establishments. 

One difficulty in the way of early development of the Centre is the 

vorkloed of the HCI directorate involvecl as they are with the 

establia'h•ent of a new curriculUll and building the conference centre 

next to the Philoxenia Hotel. A naainatecl staff llelllber and an 

industry sub-~ittee of the main board would be necessary as a 

support to the Director in order to progress this project rapidly. 
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llany of the ~tions in the original report concernecl lleClium 

to lOOCJ tena strategic issues, including the develqment and 

expansion of new markets (~tions 2, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13) 

developing new procJact ranges (~tions 1 and 8), linking 

agricultural policy and food processing strategy (~tions 3, 

4, 19 and 25) as well as the issues of illproving procluct quality, and 

inter fi.nl cooperation which ve have already discu.~sed. The 

Strategic Planning Council will be one 'Vehicle for progressing work 

and discussion on these issues. But following the industry and 

goverlm8Dt discussions, it emerged that a conference and seminar 

progr e would be an u.ediate and productive way of taking forward 

discussion on a llUlllber of the key strategic recc::&1Wndations frClll the 

initial report • 

Existing f oocl distribution structures in Cyprus 

Fresh fruit a.~d vegetables - cold chain and controlled atmosphere 

systems 

Computer in the cab - a review of computerisation and van ~ales 

Buying for quality - systems and staff requirements 

2. C.oatract ..i.-

Potential Cypriot markets, size and points of access 

Fruit and vegetables - the requirements of a large supermarket buyer 
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cypriot ethnic foods - access to Europe's retail shelves 

'!he dangers of over-reliance on ..altiple retail outlets 

3. RatiCJDlll ..n.t..illg Kil I 

CUrrent Cypriot -meting schelles - strengths and weaknesses 

llarket-led develCJl9e1lt in vine products 

Marketing ailk and Iii.lit products 

Finding new l!larkets 

4. Taariam ana food 

CUrrent Cypriot tourist food sales - size and trends 

Opportunities for ~rt substitution and barriers to change 

Cypriot food as a tourist attraction 

Following the tourist bane - strategies for success 

Each theme t110uld be COV'ered in 3 staqes. In the first, detailed and 

possibly conflicting analysu of a particular food system strategy 

would be presented by overseas and Cypriot experts in a particular 

field. The second would permit a public discussion of the issues 

between speakers and participants whilst the third would be a more 

intimate meeting between nominated representatives of the various 

relative sub-sectors to establish practical steps for pr09ressin9 

strategy in the area outlined. 
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.. nu na t:bat • foocl iDilllstry strategy canference p:rop be 

cmpnt..a jointly br the ~t and i.ndlsUy, either as a one 

.-le confenmce or - ...... ti.al. meetings, prior to the encl of llarch 

1989. 

a. "facbnica1 aaai.st:ance ~ta 

~.e following a:re the main short term technical assistance 

requirements: 

a) advice in establishing the Cyprus Food Coalllission 

b) advice. preferably from the consumers Association the DK. in 

preparing the first edition of the Cyprus Good Food Guide. 

c) financial and organisational support for industry visits to 

Europe to study cooperation between food processors (particularly 

in the meat industry) and to assess the latest computerised 

chilled product delivery systems. 

d) technical advice on improving catering products 

e) technical advice on the state of the art testing procedures in use 

by progressive European companies to be provided in the Food 

industry technology centre, as well as on the best sources for 

such equipment • 

f) assistance in identifying potential contributors from overseas for 

the strategy conference progrume, as well as assistance during 

the progranme and its writing up • 
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Q of ..ta ~x.•ci:ir:·-•mll:tlons: 

1. '!he lliniatry of owrce am1 InrJastry sbould discuss with the 

Cfprus 'l'oarist Organisation the rol.e tbe latter coal.cl play in 

illprodng foocl quality as pert of a wider at.rat.en t:o upgz&lle the 

quality of Cfp:ma taarha. the Cl'O sbrmlcl be asbc1 t:o pDJdmce • 

ldtlic pol.icy doi 1 nt on this sabject by the end of 1988. 

2. '!be lliniatry of owrce ...a Wry should :re.riev curnnt food 

.-pllng end testing rates to ensue they 81)aquatel.y gaarant:ee the 

qaallty of food 1A9Plies to --.UC and eapmt ..U.bs. A ncent 

cue in *1ch the Sniish public md:horities turnec1 beck a 

CDDalg• rt of Cfpras gLapes becan• of high pesticide residues 

~ that there are deficiencies in the food 1n8pection 

aervic:e as it is c:arrent1y constituted. 

3. '!be enfoxc nt of food laws should be made S>:re effecti'Ve by an 

.i.ncreae in fines. OJrnntly CCJlll'llDie& lib Seven Up hue 

coatiqpecJ to aipl.ay banned additives in spite of pEOSec:Utions. 

4. A CJprua Fooc1 a:-ission sbaDlcl be established as a -tter of 

mgency. In addition to the functions outlined for it in the 

initial CIS niport, it coald play a monitoring :mle with respect 

to tbe food inspect.ton service, and conduct a xeview of tbe food 

ia.. .. 1ncllcatecl above. 

5. 'lbe ~ of Health shoal.cl provicle resaarces to p:nmote 

c:oane8 for healtJ17 •ting in schools. '!bis shoulcl not have to 

fall OD the 9CUCle bman anc! f inanc:ial re90UrC8S of the Coumer 

AuociatioD. 
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6 ... llla1sUy of a-rc:e and Xnc)asUy thmQgh the Department of 

Prices ...a Orme -· Prot:ectiml ahmal.CI pratride 11U11Pl-tary f'1DllB 

to the CJ'pna Om -rs •UQCi•ticm to al10lr it to espeilld its 

acti.ri.ti-, partical.ar1y with respect to the foocJ. and beverage 

iDIJut:ry. 'Iha a.. _,.. ...,..i•t.ion BIMmld be clcwely imol.ved in 

the establ id rt of • CJpna Pooc1. a-i-ion . 

7. 'Iha CtpEUB '!mrist OEgBDiaatioll wlmu1.c1 pratride infmmat.ion and 

pLCJMJt 1,...1 auwort for the CJ'pna Good Pooc1. Ga.Ide • 

8 ... Ea> pc) that t:he ~ should agne to part funili"9 of 

any 1:rade vi.sit to Bmope by the Cfpriat -t ~·DrB-

9. We :rl:reiac~xi---!!llndd tbat a mod im1asUy strategy conference P't:Plogzl"lft'I.--- be 

rt and incJustry, either • a one 

~ conference or as sequential -tings, prior to tht.. end of 

lluch 1989 • 
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ltff all1'!•z l 

Cyprus Tourist Off ice 

Athienitis SUpenlarltet 

llinistry of Agricu1ture 

llinistry of Camerce and Industry 

- Agricultural Trade 

- Industrial Trade 

Hotel and Catering Institute 

Coop SUpermarket 

Pittas Dairy Industries Ltd. 

Higher Technical Institute 

SEK 

PEO 

Quail Marketing Cooperative 

Chamber of Coamerce 

Meat Processing Trade Association 

Consumers Association 

Export Promotion Organisation 

Millt Marketing Board 

Hotel Managers Association 

Hotel Directors Association 

Export Promotion organisationT 

Cyprus Development Bank 
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The following action plan for the Cyprus clothing industry is based 

on the recamendations of the UNDP/UNIDO Mission, Cyprus Industrial 

Strategy, SUpplementary Report no. 2: Clothing (December 1987). 

These rec• 1 endations have been revised, prioritised, costed and 

timetabled after extensive discussions with representatives of both 

the private and public sector during the week of 10-17 January 1988. 

A list of persons and organisations visited is contained in Appendix 

III. All recmmendations concerning the Clothing Manufacturers' 

Association and the trade unions have been jointly agreed with 

representatives of those organisations. 

I. • 

A sectoral resource centre should be established for the clothing 

industry in Cyprus • 

1.1 Functions: the resource centre should consist initially of the 

following services: 

A fashion forecasting facility. This facility would purchase 

the full range of international design intelligence reports and 

elaborate them for local firms through seminars, presentations 

and publications. Its staff ahould also set up a register of 

free-lance deaigners and establish cont~ct with designers 

abroad willing to work with Cyprus firms, as well as compiling 

a fabric library and maintaining up-to-date information on 

fabric aourcing • 
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A coq>uter-aided design (CAD) bureau. This bureau should 

include facilities for pattern development, grading, lay 

planning and marker maki.nq, which would be made available to 

firms on a coaaercial basis. The possibility of adding a 

CCJlll)Uter-controlled cutting service should be considered at a 

future stage. 

A technological information service. This service should 

coaeile up-to-date information on technological developments 

abroad and elaborate it for local firms through seminars, 

pri.:sentations and publications. It should also b:1il.d up a 

register of management consultants willing to work with Cyprus 

firms. With financial support from a UNDP progranme of 

technical assistance (see recomnendation 3.1 below), two 

foreign consultants should be brought to Cyprus for a period of 

one year to advise local firms on management information 

systems, production control and work organisation; these 

consultants should undertake specific projects for individual 

companies at subsidised rates while also running public 

seminars under the auspices of the information service. 

A skill training centre (see recomuendation II below). 

A sector-specific export marketing service (see recomnendation 

IV below). 

1.2 Constitution: control of the resource centre should be vested 

in a Board of Directors consisting of two representatives of 

the public sector and four representatives of the Clothing 

Manufacturers' Association. 

1.3 Administration and Staffing: the resource centre should be run 

by an administrative director, together with three section 

heads. The administrative director, w;10 should dso be 
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responsible for marketillCJ the centre• s services, should be a 

Cypriot. Given the absence of suitably qualified personnel in 

Cyprus, the section heads should be recruiteci from abroad for 

tl.e first two years of the centre's establisblEnt, during which 

time they should be respo!lsihle for the training of a Cypriot 

counterpart. Two domestically-recruited employees will be 

required for the fashion forecasting facility, two for the CAD 

bureau and one for the technological information service. The 

administration of the resource centre will also require a 

receptionist/telephonist, a secretary, and an accountant. 

1. 4 Budget: see Appendix I 

1.5 Funding: the funding for the resource centre should be raised 

in the following manner. capital costs should be divided 

equally between the public authorities and the Clothing 

Manufacturers' Association, except in the case of the CAD 

bureau, in which the public authorities should be responsible 

for the capital costs (including the costs of the building) and 

the Association for the runnillC) costs, to be raised through 

coamercial charges for the users. The public authorities 

should also act as guarantors for the Association in obtaining 

a loan to cover its share of the capital costs of the building • 

To enable the centre to build up support at the outset, running 

costs for its other services should be divided between the 

public authorities and the Association on the followillC) basis: 

during the first two years, 60 percent from the public 

authorities and 50 percent from the Association; during years 

thrae to five, 50 percent/SO percent; and after five years, 25 

percent from the public authorities and 75 percent from the 

association. All aervices of the resource centre to be 

available to non-1118111bers of the Association at slightly higher 

rates. 
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1.6 Tmescale: 

Representatives of the Clothing Manufacturers• Association 

should undertake as soon as possible a 14 day study trip to 

Italy and Britain. In Italy they should visit the Centro 

Infomazione 'lessile Emilia Romagna (CITER), and if possible a 

In Britain, they should visit the Vest 

Midlands Clothing Resource Centre in Slllethwick, Bi.rlli.nghaa; the 

Mevca3tle Fashion Centre at Mewcastle Polytechnic; and meet 

with representatives of the major CAD suppliers. 'l'he cost of 

the trip (approxillately C£5000) should be divided equally 

between the Association and the public authorities. with 

possible support fraa tnmP. 

On the basis of these visits, the budget and staffing plan for 

the centre should be reviewed and revised as appropriate. 

'l'he target date for opening the centre should be autumn 1988. 

u. Skill centre 

A specialised skil 1 centre should be established for the clothinq 

industry in cyprus. Initially there should be one centre in Nicosia, 

but if it proves auccessful additional centres might subsequently be 

utablished in Larnaca and i.imuaol. 

2 .1 Functions: 

The •kill centre should of fer high-quality initial training for 

aewi119 machinists and mechanic• baaed on a combination of off

the-job instruction aJ'ld in-COlll)4DY placements. At a subsequent 
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stage, the provision of upgracU.ng courses in these areas llight 

be considered. 

'lhe initial training cou.ne for sewing .achinists should 

consist of six weeks classroom instruction at the skill centre, 

followed by six 'lleeks in-cmpany placement. 'lhe wyi•• class 

size should b8 set at twenty trai.IM!es, with a ratio of one 

instructor to every ten trainees. At the outset, therefore, 

the centre woald run eight courses per year for a total of 160 

trainee machinists. ln-c<JllllNlllY placements should be monitored 

by a separate instructor, and cmpanies which lack adequate 

traininq facilities of their own should be able to sponsor 

trainees by paying an appropriate fee for in-house training in 

other firms • 

2.2 Constitution: the skill centre should be controlled by the 

Boa.rd of Directors of the Clothing Resource Centre, though not 

necessarily housed in the same building . 

2.3 Administration and staffing: the skill centre should be 

administered by an administrative secretary who would also be 

responsible for timetabling the courses. Four first-cl>iss 

instructors would also be required: two for the machinists' 

courses, one for the mechanics' courses, and one to assist with 

in-~y placements. Given the absence of suitably trained 

instr~ctors in Cyprus, it would be vital to bring in a foreign 

expert to train the instructors for the centre. This expert 

should be brOUCJht to Cyprus for one year with financial support 

frC11D a UNDP progr8111D8 of technical assistance (see 

recoamen"ation 3.2 below), and would also be able to aHist 

with training for in-company instructors more broadly. 

2.4 Budget: ••• Appendix II • 
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2. 5 Financing: the skill centre should be financed on the ..

basis as the Clothing Resource Centre itself. capital costs 

should be divided equally between the Clothing Manufacturers' 

.Association and the public authorities. Running costs should 

be divided as follows: during the first two years, 60 percent 

frca the public authorities and 40 percent frca the 

Association: during years three to five, SO percent/SO percent: 

and after five years, 25 percent frca the public authorities 

and 75 percent from the association. All services of the skill 

centre to be available to non a Rbers of the Association at 

slightly higher rates. SUbsidies for the trainees thellselves 

to be provided by the Industrial Training Authority on the 

nozmal basis. 

2. 6 Timescale: training for the skill centre instructors should 

take six m:>nths fraa the arrival of the foreign expert. If the 

expert arrived in September 1988, the target date for the 

opening of the centre should be March 1989. 

The OMDP should undertake a progranae of technical assistance for the 

clothing industry in Cyprus. This prograame should consist of the 

following components: 

Managerial Consultancy and Technical Advice: in collaboration 

with the technological information service of the Clothing 

Resource Centre and the extension service of the Ministry of 

Coaaerce and Industry, the UNDP should provide financial 

support to bring two foreign consultants to Cyprus for a period 

of one year (see rec:oaaendation in 1.1 ) to advise local firms 

on management information systems, production control and lfOrk 

Ol"CJ&nisation; these consultants should undertake specific 

projects for in'5ivic!ual companies at subsidised rates while 

also running public seminars under the auspices of the 
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IV • 

inf~tion service. The est:imated cost of salaries for these 

consultants would be C£15,000 each. or a total of C£30.000. 

Training Instruction: the tnlDP should provide financial 

support to bring a foreign training i.nst.ruct.or to cyprus for a 

period of one J9Br to essist in training instructors for the 

praposed skill cent.re (see ~tion 2.3 above). This 

insauctor should also ..ark jointly with the skill centre. the 

Zndnstrial Training Authority and the Cyprus Productivity 

Cent.re to train instructors for in~y courses in the 

incluatry more broadly. Est.1-ted cost: C£15,000 • 

Incentive Pay.mt Consultancy: the URDP should provide 

financial support for a foreign manaqement consultancy to 

design new incenti've payment systems fow: the clothi.nq industry 

in cyprus. The consultant's brief should e911>hasise the need 

for CCJ111P4tibilit7 of proposed payment systems with growing 

requirements for flexibility and 11Ulti-skilli.nq in Cyprus 

firms, and provision should be ll8de for training e911>loyers and 

trade union representatives in the calculation and negotiation 

of wages under such systems. The rec<llillDendations of this 

consultancy could then form the basis for the negotiation of 

collective agreement between the Clothing Manufacturers and the 

trade unions (SEX and PEO) on the introduction of incentive 

system in the industry. Representatives of each of these 

organiAtions have expressed their willingness to sponsor a 

consultancy project in this area. The cost of this project 

MJUlcl need to be determined through discuBBion with an 

appropriate consultancy firm: one poB&ible candidate would be 

Kurt salmon Associates, the leading international consultancy 

firm specialising on clothing and textiles • 
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A sector-specific .arlteting service should be established for the 

clothing inclustry in Cyprus. '!his servi,.ce should be linked to the 

praposecl Clothing Resource Centre (see nccJ111M11dation in 1.1 above) 

and to the new Export Pram>tion Organisation (EPO). In conjunction 

with the fashion forecasting facility of the Resource Centre and the 

EPO, it woald undertake :research on the charact9r'istics of delland in 

foreign markets and their potential accessibility to Cyprus 

mmmfac:turers. '!he apart marketing organisation should undertalte 

prcmotion cwipllgns for Cyprus CJU11911ts in targetted markets, as well 

as provicling technical and logistical support for individual 

cmipmies. A key function of this body should be to impose stiff 

qual.i.ty standards on the fU.S which use its services in order to 

overccme Cyprus' .iJlage as a down-market producer. Funding for the 

service should be jointly provided by the Clothing Kanufacturers • 

Association and the EPO. The establislnent of this service will 

therefore depend on the launch of the EPO later this year, and a 

target date should be fixed for sane time in 1989. 

5 .1 'l'he provision of sector-specific training for managers, 

technicians, supervisors and designers should be iq>roved, and 

these fields should be given priority in the allocation of 

public subsidies for study abroad. (Action: Industrial 

Training Authority, cyprus Productivity Centre, Ministry of 

Labour). 

5.2 ClothinCJ design, pattern-cutting and allied skills should form 

an integral component of the proposed Design College (see main 

nport). 

5.3 '!he Ministry of Labour should be directed to relax restrictions 

on the eq>loyment of foreign personnel as managers, technicians 

and dedgner• in the clothing industry. The Ministry of Labour 
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has granted only one perait to emploY a non-Cypriot in the 

clothing industry during the past year. 

5.4 SUbsidised day nurseries should be established on the 

industrial estates to assist in the retention of skilled women 

operatives. Finance should be provided joiutly by 

industrialists and the public authorities. This proposal was 

strongly supported both by the Clothing Manufacturers' 

Association and the trade unions. (Action: Social Welfare 

Depart:Bmt of the Ministry of Labour. ainicipalities) • 

YI. - llaterlal.s anil Flniabing PJ:oce9us 

6.1 A feasibility study should be conducted on the possibility of 

establishing a collective fabric converting operation which 

would purchase grey cloth and have it finished to local firms' 

requirements • 

6.2 An investigation should also be conducted into the possibility 

of creating a consortiua of clothing firms to provide 

additional investment for dyeing and finishing processes on the 

island. whether in new or existing installations. 

6.3 The costs of these feasibility studies should be borne jointly 

by the Clothing llanuf acturers' Association and the public 

authorities. (Action: Ministry of Coanerce and Industry, 

Cyprus Development BanJc, Clothing Manufacturers' Associations) • 

YII. Finance 

7.1 The existing system of capital allowances should be reviewed in 

order to target incentives for investment towards specific 
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categories of inves~t ezpected to bring particular benefits 

to the industry, such as ca11PUterised JlllllUlqemeDt information 

systems or CAD/CM. equipment. (See main report; action: 

Ministry of Finance). 

7.2 '!he Cfprus Development Bank should be permitted to offer loans 

on more advantageous tei:ms than the camnercial banks to 

strengthen its role in the strategic clirection of investment 

within the sector. (See main report; action: Ministry of 

Finance/Ministry of Camerce and Industry/CDB). 

To facilitate collaboration with the Clothing Resource Centre, the 

services currently provided by the Ministry of Coaaerce and Industry 

should be reorganised on sectoral lines. (See main report). 
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• APPENDIX II: SKILL CER'l'RE BUDGET (all figures in CE) 

A. CAPITAL EXPEllDI'l'ORE 

• 1. Sewing aac:hines 17,500 

2. cutting tables, pressers. work aids 5,000 

3. Installation 4,500 

• 
'l'O'lAL COST 26,500 

B. RUHNIHG EXPENSES 

• 1. Salaries 

a. 4 trainers @ &500 26,000 
b. 1 administrative secretary @ 5000 5,000 

2. Materials 6,000 • 
3. Electricity, water, charges 4,500 

4. Maintenance 1,000 

5. Buildings (rent) 7,500 • 
TOTAL COST 50,000 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX III: LIST OF PERSONS/ORGAMISATIONS IMTERVllWED 

Private Sector 

Clothing Manufacturers' Association 

Clothing Exporters' Association 

SB (llr. D. ltittenis) 

PEO (Mr. V. Christoclolou) 

Public Sector 

Ministry of Coamerce and Industry (Mrs. S. LambrianouJ 

Cyprus Development Bank (Mr. V. Vassiliou, Ms. K. Markidou) 

Industrial Training Authority (Mr. K. Constantinides + assistants) 

Cyprus Productivity Centre (Mr. K.K. Mahdessian + assistants) 

Ministry of Labour and Social Insurance (Department of Labour: 

Mr. A.G. callimachos and Mr. N. Neocleus; Department of Social 

Welfare: Mr. Konis) 
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'fhe following progress report for the Cyprus footwear industry is 

based on the reccwndations of the UNDP/UNIDO Report, Cyprus 

Industrial strategy, Sector Report no. 3: Footwear (December 1987) • 

The recomnendations derived 

prioritised, timetabled and 

in the report have been 

partially costed after 

revised, 

extensive 

discussions with representatives of the eaployers, the unions, other 

relevant private sector organisations and the public sector during 

the week of 10-17 January 1988. A list of persons and organisations 

CODSUltecl is attached as Appendix 1. The format of the proqress 

report follows the sunmary of recoamendations included in the 

original published Report • 

1. Discussion of Report with alllPloJers to encaung1s co-aperation • 

Four meetings were held with the Footwear Manufacturers' Association 

during .January 1988: one, a larger open meeting, was intended to 

publicise the argument and recoaaen~_tions of the Report more broadly 

and involved representatives from the unions, the bar.Jcing C011111Unity 

and the public sector; the other three meetings were more informal 

working groups intended to prioritise and detail specific 

reconmendations. Members of the Manuf acture!"ci' Association had 

already read the Report and discussed it among themselves, both 

informally and with representatives of the Employers' and 

Industrialists' Federation (OEB). As several footwear manufacturers, 

including some who must pla¥ a significant role in the reorientation 

of the industry, do not read or speak English, the OEB must play an 

important role in the translation of the Report and the explanation 

of flexible specialisation. The Manufacturers' Association bed taken 

the initiative in the areas of marketing in Europe and the 

improvement of training for the industry. TheH positive 

deve:opnents were accompanied by a noticeable energy and enthusiasm 

within the Association directed to the translation of the 

reCC11111endations into a plan of action • 
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It is vital that the momentum be maintained by regular meetings in 

which the OEB with the Footwear Manufacturers elaborate and implement 

flexible specialisation within their industry. It is particularly 

.iq»ortant that the Association remain in touch with smaller members, 

of whom there are a great many in the Footwear industry, and whose 

understanding and involvement will be .iq»ortant to the strategy's 

success. 

2. '!!le llinistry of eo-rce and Indl:astrr to PEQVic1e infOl.Wltion Oil 

other esperiences of CD-CJperlltion in footwear 

The Director of the Ministry of c.aamerce and Industry reported that 

the Ministry was exploring the legal forms of association between 

firms c0111DOn in the Italian footwear industry and promised a report 

in the near future. The manufacturers had discussed several 

privately initiated joint venturesr particularly in marketing and 

sourcing, but these discussions were of a preliminary kind and they 

felt that investigation of working arrangements elsewhere would be 

very helpful in guiding their own search for operational forms of 

organisation (see 3. below). 

3. Visit of Fooblea.r Industrialists to Italy 

Support was expressed for a visit by representatives of the 

Association to Italy to investigate Italian collective marketing 

arrangements which the manufacturers cc..1sider of particular 

importance to their industry. The cost of the study trip for say 

five people for four days (£3,000 approximately) should be divided 

equally between the Association and the public authorities with 

possible aupport from the UNDP. The more organised and focussed the 

trip the more useful it will be and it would therefore be very 

helpful if the Italian groundwork was prepared in advance by someone 

familiar with both industries and the priority interests of the 

Cyprus manufacturers. UNDP assistance would be of value here. 
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•· ltsport Pr:w>Uon Organisation to ll(lpOint two specl•l 1st fooblear 

agents 

The Footwear Manufacturers felt that help in developing the 

relatively unfamiliar European market was a top priority. Given 

existing trade links. the llll!Ulufacturers agreed that the British 

market ves the most likely spearhead into Europe but that the lack of 

specialist footwear expertise at the Cyprus 'l'rade Centre in London 

liaited the help they could be given in their individual attempts to 

investigate market opportunities. The appointment of an agent 

attached to the centre could be of considerable assistance to break 

the ice in the new market. Significantly this appointment is 

probably the manufacturers' top priority ..ang the original 

reccmaendations and they had already begun to draw up a job 

description which was developed in the course of the week's 

discussions. The Association pra.f?Osed to formalise a job description 

on the basis of these discussions as minuted by the representatives 

of the OEB and submit it with a request for funding to the Export 

Pranotion Organisation (EPO). Mr. Byron Kranidiotis, the President 

of tae Footwear Manufacturers' Association, undertook to press this 

case forward • 

The Manufacturers recognised that the agent's responsibilities would 

have to relate to sales development for the industry as a whole and 

that this precluded accepting orders and then distributing them among 

individual producers which would undermine the perceived impartiality 

of the service. The agent's agreed duties would include the 

provision of marketing intelligence to the Association which the 

latter undertook to disseminate to all members. In addition to an 

in-depth knowledge of the British and European footwear markets the 

agent would have to spend approximately one month in Cyprus to 

appraise the products and capabilities of the firms so as to be in a 

position to identify nl.che markets in Europe which offer export 

possibilities. The agent's general responsibility for promoting 

Cyprus footwear would involve his/her presence at the European 

footwear exhibitions to assist exporters in the promotion of their 

products, invite prospective buyers to Cypriot ·stands, help 
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i.nclividual manufacturers with their initial approaches to buyers .. 

help organise mini-exhibitions and set up a pezmanent but variable 

footwear exhibit at the Trade Centre. The agent would also be 

responsible for relaying design intelligence and its elaboration for 

local finis through presentations and displays. 

Given: 1. the .iJllportance of exports to the economy generally; 2. 

'that this service can only help in the aediua term; and 3. that it 

is non-finl specific, there is an a priori case for government 

funding. OVerhead costs would be lli.nimised by housing the agent in 

the Trade Centre leaving the agent's fees and travel expenses as the 

llain expense estimated at between £20,000-£30,000 per year. 

5. llidclle Bast Agent ....,intea by tbe l!PO to mrplore apart 

opportunities perticularly in those cauntries of the ngion 

1lbere Cfpriot esportera have hitherto mde little p:ugr:ess 

1'here is a danger that the Footwear Manufacturers, distracted by the 

new opportunities of the European market, will neglect their 

traditional regional markets and particularly fail to develop new 

regional opportunities. Although not perceived as such a pressing 

priority as assistance in Europe it is important that the EPO monitor 

performance in the Middle East and provide footwear exporters with 

information on market developments in the region particularly in 

countries which have hitherto been marginal to Cypriot exports and 

where individual exporters have less well developed market contacts 

but where transport costs pi-ovide a comparative advantage. This kind 

of intelligence and assistance could be provided by the EPO's own 

regionally expert personnel. 

6. Tuget. for Ales in Ric1dle last to 9Dftitor agent'• perfmmnce 

'!'he manufacturers' decision to concentrate any iJllnediate aHistance 

forthcaning from the EPO on their aHault on the European (and 
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initially British) llllrltet postpones the relevance of this 

r-..~-e ndation • 

7. Studr of taarist Cld-alf for foo~ 

A study should be jointly undertaken by the Ministry of Comaerce and 

Industry (El) and the cypns Tourist Organisation (C'l'O) in the 

awing tourist season. '!he prillary objective is to ascertain both 

the level and bllilllo0&ition of tourist sales: sales to be broken down 

accordinq to nationality of the buyer and type of footwear to help 

identify overseas markets suited to Cyprus exports. The 

in"Vestigation should extend to the reasons for lost sales. Do 

potential cust:aaers leave a store without making a purchase because 

of an inability to find the size,. colour or style that they want? 

The information will facilitate the expansion of sales to tourists, 

Cyprus's captiYe overseas customers, as well cu• the accumulation of 

intelligence on foreign preferences. 

8. Sllbsidisatian of collective overseas mmketing 

Initially subsidies to take the forms of financial aid from the MCI 

towards the visit by representatives of the Association to Ital~ to 

investigate collective marketing arrangements and the remuneration of 

the footwear agent in the UK by the !PO. The EPO's responsibility 

for the London agent means that his/her services are not directly 

dependent on the manufacturers and so not susceptible to pressure for 

short-term sales growth that may carry the consequence, as it did in 

the Middle East, that quality is sacrificed with adverse effects on 

the reputation overseas of Cyprus footwear generally. The !PO should 

demand good quality from the firms which use the services of the 

;,ondon agent in order to overcome Cyprus's iJna9e as a down-market 

producer. The EPO can employ the revamped Resource centre to check 

quality at the initiative of the London agent or the EPO itself (see 

10 below) • The EPO should also have the discretion to determine 

whether subsequent applications for the public funding of collective 
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marketing strategies worked out by sub-9roups of manufacturers (in 

general endorsed as illlportant to successful flexible specialisation) 

should enjoy same element of subsidy. The EPO's potential 

subsidisation of such collective 1111.rketing arrangements provides it 

with additional. leverage to illpose quality standards on firms hopiRCJ 

to benefit. Siailarly the services of any future Middle l::&'.st 

representative can also be traded against .illlprovecl quality. 

'!be EPO's financial responsibility for help with overseas marketiRCJ, 

although liberating these services fraa demands frca the 

manufacturers for short-tent results possibly at the expense of 

longer teza market develoi-nt, should not leave export prcm:>tion 

offices overseas or within the EPO free fran assessment. Formal 

procedure for annual review should be established, appraisal to be 

carried out by a joint comnittee of representatives of the Footwear 

Manufacturers' Association and the EPO 

9. PiDlmcial .incentives to eDCOUr81J8 .increased design awareness 

see 4. above and 11. below. 

10. Est:ablt•'-it of Pooblear Resource Centre with c.c.puter Officer 

The existinq personnel at the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit 

produced a list of the equipaent needed if the Unit was to develop 

into a Resource Centre as· described in the Report including some 

preliminary costi;. JS which are attached as Appendix 2. The 

additional equipment detailed in the Appendix is required if the 

Centre is to be able to provide a wider range of testing services and 

carry out quality control checks on components (see 29. below). The 

ne.d i• increased by the additional responsibility that the Centre 

may be asked to assess quality at the instigation of the EPO or 

overseas agents (see 8. above). 
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Acquisition of the footwear specific softwear described in the text 

and listed on page 2 of Appendix 2 requires the cooperation of SATRA 

which appears unliltely in the ~ate future. But Cyprus• s entry 

into the EurcJp8ell CUstc.s Union aast make any long run apposition to 

SATRA lll!llbership untenable and perhaps the United liations could write 

for.ally to SATRA to clarify the position. In the short run a 

Calplter Officer 1tith the relevant expertise must be appointed to the 

centre to identify and ~te -terials utilisation. stock 

control and training sof twear siailar to the SATRA progr8119es 

described but which llig:ht be o rrcially available. Any purchase of 

equipment must be conditional on training the existing unit's 

personnel in its use. The CollpUter Officer's expertise is also 

needed to identify JmDllgellellt information softwear geared to the 

requirements of footwear prc.clucers • 

The absence of suitably qualif i;ecJ Cypriot nationals requires that the 

Computer Officer be recruited overseas on a short-tenn (two year) 

appointment. During this time. as is Cypriot policy. he/she must 

train a Cypriot counterpart. The salary and expenses of a computer 

officer (C£25.000 per annum approximately) may be an appropriate call 

on any grant monies which Cyprus obtains from the EEC to facilitate 

the industrial readjustment to the removal of protective duties. 

In addition there is a longer run need discussed in the Report to 

monitor the application of CAD to footwear. Here the Centre should 

build links established by the existing Unit's officers with their 

sister institution in Greece. The latter is in the process of 

establishing a CAD bureau ~or footwear similar to that proposed for 

the Cypriot Clothing Sector. Monitoring of Greek progress would not 

only test 'the waters of CAD's relevance to the Cypriot footwear 

industry at this stage but provide a model which the Centre could 

eventually aaulate. The Resource Centre's budget should. therefore 

include regular liaison with the sister institution. 

'?he suggestion in Appendix 2 that the current premises of the Leather 

and Footwear Testing Unit are inadequate as the site for an expanded 
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Resource Centre is accmpanied by a proposal for puzpose built 

acoi: 1 idlltion at an estimated cost of C£50,000. !he oriqinal Report 

envisaqecl the expansion of the Centre initially at least within 

accc wiation at the Higher Technical Institute (8''1). If there is 

no room to expan4 cheaply on the HTI site and new housing is 

essential then the case for retaining the HTI location is less 

certain and serious consideration should be given to the alternative 

proposal favoured by scme manufacturers that f .he Resource Centre be 

housed jointly with the Skills Centre (see 19. below). 

'!he operations of the Leather and Footwear Testing Unit are inhibited 

by a basic confusion as to the unit's role. If resources are to be 

used to expand the unit's equiiment and upgrade its personnel then 

the unit's role within the industry aust be clarified. Some 

manufacturer& regard the Unit's personnel as goverrment inspectors of 

quality standards. a role they periodically have to play with respect 

to contracts for army boots, standards for safety footwear, etc. 

Consequently not all employers react constructively to factory visits 

by the unit's personnel and they may not use the service as often as 

they should for fear that contacts 111ay provide information which may 

be used against them in the futw.·e. These difficulties may be 

exacerbated by the new responsibilities that the Centre will have for 

the quality control of coap>nents and testing at the initiative of 

the EPO. The widest possible use of Centre resources requires the 

development of trust between the officers and the manufacturers. 

A way round these problems may be the functional sub-division of the 

Centre with a standards and quality control aection and an extension 

aervice. It may be optimai to aaaiqn particular personnel to each 

function. Extension work ahould be routinised and clearly timetabled 

well in advance so that individual manufacturer& do not auspect that 

a viait has any ulterior motive. For the same reason it ia important 

that the Manufac:turera' Asaociation be represented on the executive 

of the Centre. Th• manufacturers 1111at feel that the Ce"tre is there 

to help not hinder and ita aervice• J!Ust be seen as relevant and 

useful. 
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Although these adjustments -y help to increase participation in the 

Resource Centre• s services in the longer tena,, encourage•mt in the 

short EUil is also .illportant. The current (nominal) charges -de for 

the testing services should be dropped. Instead,, initially at least,, 

the menufacturers • contribution to the Resource Centre should be 

organil.ed in the same way as their contribution to training via the 

Industrial Training Authority. '!he .anufacturers via the Association 

should be taxed according to the value of their output and the furds 

used to support the Centre• s operating costs moving from a small 

contribution in the first years of operation (say 20 ~ cent) to a 

more substantial contribution when the Centre is fully established 

(say 75 per cent). Once the Centre is well established CCJBaercial 

charqes for services rendered cou1d be reconsidered as a source of 

private sector finance. '!he Centre cauld charge the 'IPO and the 

goveriment for any specific quality testing undertaken at a 

rate and non a bra of the .Association could be charged 

on an even higher basis. A tax on -ufacturers instead of a charge 

for services provides an incentive not only to use the Resource 

Centre but to ensure that it works well and provides the kind of 

services that the manufacturers want. The regular scheduling of 

factory visits by the Centre personnel will help to publicise the 

services available and build up networks of information and trust . 

It is desirable that the executives of the Resource Centre balance 

the need to be responsive to the manufacturers with the need to be 

relatively independent particularly given the quality control work 

for the government,, possible contract work fraa the EPO,, etc. It 

should therefore be controlled by a Board of Directors made up of two 

representatives of the manufacturers and three representatives of the 

public sector. 

Although there wu agr881118nt about the need for a Computer Officer 

and the general desirability of the development of a Resource Centre, 

discussion about its housing, control and financing was ongoing. 

Within the Footwear Manufacturers' Association Mr. Dinos 

Tryandaf yllou volunteered to organise the further development of 

these proposal•. 
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'!he proposal was received well and could start 1-ediately although 

the effects on the industry would be long tera. 

See '· above. 

13. Iategratiaa of design Intel 1 igence in focbrear with that in 

c:loW.ng 

Footwear man\;facturers, and the personnel of the Resource Centre and 

the Skills Centre, should be encouraged to attend any seminars and 

presentations held by the Clothing fashion forecasting facility and 

have access to trade publications and design intelligence in clothing 

acquired by the facility. In return their counterparts in the 

clothing sector should be invited to footwear design courses and 

seminars and appraised of any design intelligence from Europe 

available through the London agent (see 4. above). 

14. BDcaurag a rat to whole look c1es.igna 

1'he initiative has to come from sub-groups of manufacturers in 

footwear and clothinq who are prepared to cooperate on coordinated 

d .. iqns. Individual manufacturers already cooperate with individual 

clothinq producers in the presentation of their products at 

exhibitions such as Cypranode. Joint presentation should be 

encouraqed in the logistics of Cypromode which should be more 

responsive to the views of the footwear manufacturers themselves who 

t .. 1 marginal to the organisation of the exhibition. Individual shoe 

mar.ufacturers could exchange window space in their retail outlets for 
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a showing in particular retail outlets in the clothing sector. 

Displays of coordinated footwear and clothing would not only make for 

much m>re sophisticated window dressing but would accustca shoppers 

to the whole look approach • 

Alt.hough p:roducts produced inclependently can sometimes be matched up 

successfully, more effective coordination of footwear and clothing 

entails cooperative product development which is JDOre difficult and 

needs a le>nCJer tera relationship. Cooperation at shows and 

exhibitions and in dcmestic retailing 11ay encourage its extension 

into production. '!he Cyprus Development Bank might be interested in 

financing s<me cooperative clothing-footwear ventures • 

15. Bstabl.Ull c:hUdrare facilities on indastria1 estates 

All the available evidence suggests that labour supply is likely to 

act as a serious bottleneclc to continued growth and development 

unless more women are induced to join the labour force or encouraged 

not to leave the labour force when they have small children (House 

and Stylianou, 1981; House, 1985). In January 1988 after a good year 

many footwear finDB were experiencing difficulties with labour 

supply. The problems which high turnover already represents for 

management will be exacerbated by moves towards flexible 

specialisation. 

Footwear producers have already responded to difficulties retaining 

and recruiting good vaaen workers by introducing concessions to their 

domestic responsibilities for example letting certain workers leave 

early. But assembly line production does not accOlllllOdate widespread 

flexi-hours. Convenient childcare facilities are a more feasible 

option to aHist in the recruit.nt and retention of skilled women 

workers. Their establishment was strongly supported by the Footwear 

Manufacturers' Association, the trade unions (both PEO and SEK) and 

the Pan Cypriot Equal Rights and Opportunities Social Reform 

Organisation, all of which expreHed concern about the adequacy of 
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existing provision in marked contrast to the view of the Social 

Welfare Department of the Ministry of ~. The latter seemed 

unaware of existing studies projecting labour shortages (reflected in 

explicit CJ0¥9rnment policy to encourage female participation). The 

faith expressed in the private sector's responsiveness is not 

justified. The adequacy of existing provision is called into 

question by the gap between the numbers of children with working 

mothers and the mDllbers of places available and by the lack of 

synchronisation between the hours operated by most childcare 

facilities and the factory workday. The gaps in provision are 

probably currently filled by the services of other family members and 

particular working women's own aothers but current cohorts of vomen 

accustaned to working for wages themselves will not be available in 

the future to provide this childcare reserve for their daughters. 

In the short run, day nurseries conveniently located for working 

mothers near industrial estates. schools attended by older children 

and public transport. and operating the same hours as the factories 

should be established. Finance should be provided by the 

industrialists and the public authorities with perhaps some 

contribution from the parents according to their income. 

Expenditures by manufacturers to develop a stable labour force should 

be allowable under the capital Allowances Scheme. 

In the longer term a more systematic approach is needed. The Social 

Welfare Department should investigate the supply of nursery school 

places broken down by location and hours, and demand not simply in 

terms of those who currently use the available facilities but in 

terms of how many children must currently be looked after for part of 

the industrial workday. The projection of future demand must take 

into account a decline in the contribution of older women if their 

participation in paid work is to increase as the current cohorts move 

throuqh the age structure, and new demand if the mothers of young 

children are not to leave the market or are to return earlier than in 

the past. The cost effectiveneH of different kinds of provision 

should be looked at and particularly the suggestion of the Pan 

Cypriot Equal Rights and Opportunities Social Reform Organisation's 
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suggestions for after-school progr-. for school age children 

should be considered as a relatively cheap way of extending school 

hours to synchronise with the industrial workday and so assist the 

imthers of school-age children. '1'he possibilit7 of retraining 

currently una11>loyed graduates to run after school progrannes and day 

nurseries also needs to be explored • 

16. lncentiftS for illpEoocwl facilities for tlOrlters 

Recent labour shortages and a general agreement that the industry• s 

high labour turnover is bad for the firm and does nothing to attract 

new recruits into footwear have convinced many manufacturers to offer 

better facilities. For exa111>le, one firm is already running its own 

bus for the convenience of workers who do not live on a public 

transport route. Expenditures geared to increasing the stability 

and upgrading the quality of labour are just as much investment in 

the industry as the acquisition of new machinery and should benefit 

from the capital allowances scheme as originally reconmended. This 

includes contributions manufacturP.rs make to a local childcare 

facilities • 

17. KDcoarage inc1ustrial districts for foobfear through industrial 

lettings poliq 

The manufacturers generally felt that the external benefits from 

proximity to other footwear f i.rma offset any disadvantages related to 

competition for a locally fixed supply of labour, particularly as the 

collective provision of services {such u childcare and transport) 

would attract workers fraa further away. JICI policy should reflect 

this preference • 
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This reccm.ndation has been superceded by developments in plans for 

training. It remains appropriate that the Resource Centre staff 

participate in the supervision of training in the factories which is 

readily CClllbined with their extension service and in the provision of 

those sections of courses which deal with quality control and 

materials utilisation or which use CQll»Uterised training or 

monitoring equipmer.t and therefore require the expertise of the 

0.Jlll[>Uter Officer. 

19. to i.nc1ucJe an action 

learning •>..-anent 

The recoaaendat~~ns about training have been overtaken by the 

Association and the ITA' s joint initiative for a footwear Skills 

Centre. The proposal was not yet formalisP.d but involves the 

rationalisation and centralisation of training provision. External 

training is to be reorganised around the curriculum detailed by Mr. 

Moore during his stay in Cyprus and closely supervised through the 

Skills Centre, where appropriate drawing on the expertise of the 

Resource Centre. occasional seminars on particular topics and short 

courses taught by experts frequently from overseas, are to continue 

as currently. The Skills Centre is to be controlled by a Board of 

Directors from the ITA, the Association and perhaps other publi:: 

sector institutions such as the HTI and the MCI. The relationship 

between the Skills Centre and the machinists' course run at the 

Cyprus Productivity Centre (CPC) remains to be clarified. The latter 

is useful but mnall scale and could be coordinated with the training 

organised through the Skills Centre. The manufacturers felt strongly 

that this new structure would help rationalise a training progranme 

that is currently sometimes uncoordinated as well as make it more 

imnediately responsive to their needs. 
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According to preliminary costings by the ITA the Ce:itre involves a 

capital expenditure of about CEl00.000: CEl0,000 for the land • 

C£25. OO<i-C£40 • 000 for the building• and C£40 • OOO-C£80. 000 for the 

equipment. The costs are sensitive to whether or not a new building 

proves essential. whether the builclinq is to house both a Skills and 

a Resource Centre. and whether the land can be leased from tlle MCI at 

a nominal fee. '!he priority should be the quality and qu.rtity of 

equipment. If a purpose built structure is judged essent.i.itl. then it 

would seem efficient to house the Resource Centre there too. The 

Skills Centre involves no increase in ruruling expenses which will be 

tile same as currently deployed via the ITA but with -iains in 

efficiency f:raa the elimination of duplimt.ion of provisicm • .mar.e 

relevant training and better supervision of in-house training • 

The proposal for a Skills Centre responds to sme of the crit:.cism of 

training contained in the Report and is certa:iftl.y consistent with the 

strategy proposed for the industry. The manufacturetrS are 

enthusl.astic and would probably regard this as their .second pr.iority. 

Mr. Charalambides is the manufacturers' representative workiag with 

the ITA footwear specialists to develop the proposal • 

20. Identification of stanaard llmMg nt InhEmation Systea 

aof'blaar for footwear 

A local softwear programne specific to footwear had been identified 

by the COB. On inspection this turned out to be a stock control 

progranae suited to footwear retail outlets. It could be interfaced 

with ordinary stock control. accounting and payroll prograanes to 

make a useful package especially for footwear 

nanufacturers/retailers. The retail stock control package is 

av&ilable for C£850 for a single shop and CEl,500 for multishops . 

'l'he prices include installation and training of an operative. The 

progr1111111es run on an IBM PC with a hard disc. A compatible 

stock/payrnll/accounts progranne would cost about C£2,000 again 

including the instruction of the operative. (Training costs would 

anyway be refunded by the ITA). Mr. Sparsis of the COB agreed with 
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the manufacturer, Novasys Softwear to sponsor a demonstration of the 

combined package. 

Useful as this package may be to certain producers/retailers, it does 

not help with production planning and costing. The identification of 

a standard package which extends into these key areas of production 

remains a top priority (see 10. above). 

'l'he CDB agreed to advertise the availability of a special fund to 

finance C011p1ter related investment. The Association agreed to 

circulate members encouraging smaller firms which have not. yet 

ali>arked upon computerisation to attend the CDB/Rovasys seminar. 

21. Sofblear and hardMear for_...; nt infomation system should 

,,.. .icl.wlecl in capital allDIAlm:es 

The existing system of capital allowances should be revised to target 

incentives more specifically towards investments geared to flexible 

specialisation such as computerised management information systems 

{see main Report). Action here is required from the Ministry of 

Finance. 

Si9e 20. above. 

23. bpend naearch e1-ent of Leather and Footwear Testing Unit 

See 10. above 
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See 10. above 

25. Cfpriot foobrear fi.J:ms to join SURA 

See 10. above 

26. 

Provision of education on scientific materials management should be a 

first task of the Resource Centre but will depend on the appcintment 

of the computer Officer. 

27. Capital allowances for scientific materials management and 

equipment 

See 21. above 

28. Feasibility study of additional domestic leather finishing 

facility 

The COB should be encouraged to explore the possibilities of an 

aciditional leather finishing plant in the future context of free 

imports of leather from Greece and Italy and with the possible 

collective overseas sourcing of groups of firms . 
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'!he Resource Centre should establish standards for domestic 

~nents. 'l'he MCI should identify firms which have more than 20 

per cent of the ~stic market. R'!qU}.ar teuing of components 

should be introduced and supplemented by checks at the instigation of 

a ~ent • s user. Lasts should be included as a component. 

Ensuring the quitlity of dr:Destically provided ~nents will become 

less problematic with the decline in duties on .iq>orts. competition 

• 

• 

• 

will push up standards in all price ranges. • 

30. Incentive ache e £or aofblmr 

See 21. above. 

1. Lasts to be treated as investment 

Flexible specialisation will speed up the scrapping of lasts as firms 

respond to fashion changes. To encourage speed of reaction lasts 

shouid be included in the capital Allowances scheme and not pay duty 

if imported. The duty on lasts imported from other Customs Union 

Countries should be reduced as soon as possible. 

2. Timetable of t:ariff reduction 

Duties on materials and components from Europe should be reduced 

ahead of the duties on finished products to give the manufacturers a 

competitive boost in the transitional period. Although duties on 

imported inputs are refundable if the finished qoods are exported, 
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the payments interrupt cash flow and tie up working capital which is 

expensive for the firms involved • 

House. 11.J. and Stylianou, o. 1~81, Population, B!lf>loyment Planning 

and Labour Force Mobility in Cyprus; An Interim Report. Nicosia, 

Department of Statistics and Research. 

House. W.J. 1985. Ct{Priot Women in the Labour Market. 

International Labour Office • 
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---ht 1 

Persons/Organisations interviewed 

Private Sector 

Footwear Manufacturers Association; l -tinqs with the Board of 

Di.rectors plus 1 open meeting. 

SElt (Mr. D. ltitteris) 

PEO (Mr. v. Christodolou and Ms. M. Vanezou) 

Novasys Softwear (Mr. S. Savvides) 

Pan Cypriot Equal Rights and Opportunities Social Reform Organisation 

(Ms. M. Pyrgos) 

Public Sector 

Ministry of Ccamerce and Industry (Mr. P. Koutourousis) 

Cyprus Development Banlt (Mr. A. Sparsis, Ms. E. Nicolaedes, Ms. M. 

Markiclou and Mr. s. sa•rvides) 

Industrial Training Authority; 2 meetings one with Mr. K. 

Constantinides and staff and one with the footwear specialists, (Mr. 

G. Sikkeris and Mr. B. Hamilios) 

Cyprus Productivity Centre (Mr. IC. Mahdessian and staff and the V.'l'. 

workshops Manager) 

Ministry of Labour and Social Insurance (Department of Labour, Mr. 

A.G. Callimachos and Mr. N. tleocleus; Departmnt of SOcial Welfare, 

Mr. l(onis 

Hi9her Technical Institute (Mr. Drakos and the staff of the Leather 

and Footwear Testing Unit) 
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Estillated Costs for the initial setting-up of a Resource Centre for 

the Footwear Industry at the Higher Technical Institute 

~ existing premises of the Footwear Testing Unit will prove 

inadequate if the Unit is to be transformed into a Resource Centre 

for the footwear industry. It is therefore proposed that nev 

ace- mtion be built at an est.illated cost of C£50, 000 • 

If the Testing Unit is to be in a position to supply industry with a 

CQ111Plete range of testing services and at the smne time carry out 

quality control cbecks on locally produ'*1 components, the following 

equipment is essential. Further additions will be required in the 

light of developments. 

C£ 

Conditioning cabinet 500 

Laboratory press for adhesive joints 300 

Fibre-board flexing machine 3,000 

state of cure test machine 300 

Heed.le holding jig 50 

Safety F«>tvear ia{1act tester 

Forepart/cap f icture 

Clearance measuring capsules 2,000 

Friction checking fixture for clearance 

measuring capsules 

Backpart fatigue tester 4,000 

Penetrometer plus stiffness_tester 5,000 

Jig for Ross flexing test 50 

Break/Pipiness Scale so 
Chisel scuff tester 1,500 

Shoe Flexing Machine 3,000 

Total 19,750 
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In view of the need for the footwear industry to take full advantage 

of technological ~velq98Dts. it is ~ncled that the Testing 

Unit acquire frca SUltA the following: 

~ 

Qui.ck&-

SURAS-::ope 

Vision Stitch 

Process llonitorlug 

Sixteen-bit ca1P1ter to run 

the above 

uo.ooo 
11.P.A. 

• 
• 
• 

£ 500 

Recent devel~ts indicate that CAD/CM will play an increasing 

role within the footwear manufacturing industry. It is therefore 

illlperative that t:t:. .Resource Centre acquire CAD/CM capabil.'ties for 

recycling to industry. '!he price quoted for British United's modular 

system is £120,000. 

If the staff of the Resource Centre is to keep abreast of 

technological develCJiJ1118nts it is essential that periodic visits to 

exhibitions and trade fairs be carried out. It is estimated that 

five major exhibitions take place annually at an overall cost of 

approximately £&,000. It is also recoamended that the staff attend 

technical courses and seminars overseas on a reqular basis and a sum 

of £20,000 be set aside for this purpose. 
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!he following progress report for the Cyprus furniture industry is 

based on tlle strategy and reo enaations of the UNDP/mlDIO Report. 

Cyprus Industrial Strategy, Sector Report llo. 4: FUrniture (Decellber 

1981) • 

The CIS for furniture proposed a flexible specialisation strategy to 

upgrade tlle industry. The Furniture Report contained nine 

~tions for progr-tic actions. A series of discussions 

wre held during a one week visit to Cyprus one year after the 

initial visit and several ..eeks after the widespread dissemination of 

the report. 'lhe purpose of the visit and the meetings was to get 

feedback on the strategy and recoamendations and to agree to means of 

implementing both. 

1. strategic orientation 

Responses to the proposed flexible specialisation strategy were made 

in the course of a series of meetings with industrialists, trade 

unionists and officials of the Employers and Industrialists 

Federation, the Cyprus Development Bank, the Cyprus Productivity 

Center, the Industrial Training Authority, the Ministry of Comaerce 

and Industry, the Planning ~eau and member of the public • 

Unanimous agr.-nt was established on the broad outline of the 

strategy. Sane diaagreement was expressed with the emphasis on the 

priority given to conquering the domestic market by estliblishing high 

quality products before pursuing an export strategy. 

agreement was forthcoming on this as well • 
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'l'he FUmiture Report emphasised the i.llp>rtance of an acute awareness 

of the strengths and weaknesses of foreign ccnpetitors as a basis for 

shaping individual fira business plans. Independently the f.lployers 

and Industrialists Federatioo and the Cyprus Development Bank plan to 

visit and establish relations vith the Italian furniture industry 

both to understand the CC111F9tition and to seek sources of advice on 

the flexible specialisation strategy in areu such as creating 

networks and consortia. refining procbaction -thods, integrating 

design with prodllct.ion and technology transfer. 

'!he CIS also ellphasised the i:lllportance of ongoing dialogue in shaping 

and refining a sector strategy and providinq a basis for developing 

networks that guide fira concepts toward product as opposed to price 

CCJlllM!tition. l'llphasis on establishing a ccnpetitive advantage on the 

basis of product quality. design and delivery times, for exanele, 

will make the Cyprus furniture industry collectively less vulnerable 

to foreign competition than pursuing a simple cost minimisation 

strategy. 

A furniture industry working party was established at a meeting held 

at the offices of the Employers and Industrialists Federation that 

was attended by industrialists and officials of the Employers 

Federation, Ministry of COlllDerco and Industry, the various parastatal 

organisation and the consultants. After nearly four hours of 

discussion as to the best form of organisation it was agreed to form 

a series of pro.olem related sub-coaaittees each of which would 

contain three industrialists and one member of a parastatal agency. 

While some individuals initially arcJUed for a single small coanittee 

that would a-idress prabl .. -one by one, a consensus was achieved that 

everyones energies should be tapped and the best way to do so was to 

have people working on the problem that they either believed was most 

fundamental or for which they had a particular knowledge or affinity. 
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The probl- areas for which sub-cmni.ttees are to b£ formed are: 

interfirm cooperation, particularly in the area of retailing 

- quality and production costs with an emphasis on plant layout, 

aachinery and .anag89ellt syst-

- design 

- materials, including the role of the Cyprus Forest Industries 

Ltd 

- training and education 

- export pramtion 

It vas agreed that the Association of Furniture Makers of the 

Elllployers and Industrialists Federation would take responsibility for 

selecting the industry sub-ccmnittee members. The industrialists 

would also propose a representative of a particular parastatal for 

each sub-COlllllittee. 

To increase the participation of furniture manufacturers the 

!'nl>loyers and Industrialists Federation is undert.Jkin~ a Greek 

translation of the CIS furniture report to send to members and to use 

as a basis for metings scheduled in Limassol and Larnaca. These 

meting• will extend the dialogue over the furniture industry sector 

strat&CJY to firms that have not yet attended meetings. Both unions 

were translating the report as well • 

2. Joint btai.Ung ma ..natJ.ng 

To transcend the barrier to specialisation imposed by widespread 

manufacturer self-retailing a group of twelve Limassol furniture 
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manufacturers formed a joint retailinCJ cawpany. A to Z Furniture Ltd. 

which is described in the appendix. A to Z is widely recognised as 

successful in the industry. One year aqo most non-members argued 

that such cooperation was .illlpossiblc and that the tradition of self

retailing would continue. A to Z provides a convincing ~le to 

other furniture makers of the crucial links within Cyprus between 

interfinl cooperation. specialisation. productivity and costs. Most 

recognise that advances in production effectiveness depend upon 

radically alterinC) the existing links between retailing and 

manufacturing. 

A to Z illustrates that advances in retailing can be made without 

choosing between either self-retailing or abandoning the retailing 

function to an auton<mDUs retailer. A to Z had redefined the 

relationship so that manufacturers maintain a degree of control over 

retailing while enjoying the benefits of specialisation. A to Z is a 

private limited company owned and operated by the twelve 

manufacturers. It means that each manufacturer can withdraw from 

retailing his/her own products but continue to influence retailing 

decisions as an equal shareholder and a participant in the conmittee 

st~cture by which A to Z is managed. Through cooperation with other 

manufacturers each can maintain a consultative relation with 

retailing as opposed to being subjected to an impersona: market 

relationship with independent retailers. 

A to Z has provided an important lesson for Nicosia furniture 

manufacturers. It is clear how rapidi.· a retailing entrepreneurial 

effort can impact on the in~stry. Nicosia manufacturers state that 

for the first time they have been discussing joint retailing in a 

serious way. Some of the bi99er furniture manufacturers are 

establishing new expanded showrooms to counter A to Z. Unless 

production is upgraded a clear danqer exists that such retailin9 

outlets will be a conduit for the penetration of f orei9n made 

furniture. It i• for this reason that the sub-coamittee on joint 

retailing within the Furniture Industry Working Party faces a 

formidable task. Unl••• the manufacturers move on th• establishment 
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of new retailing arrangements any efforts to reorganise production 

will be stifled by the need to produce large ranges of products. 

3. PleJtible specjal isation 

Joint retailing creates new opportunities for production 

specialisation but realisation will depend upon the development of 

production capabilities in terms of plant layout, increased machine 

utilisation, and upgrading of worker skills. A firm that specialises 
-·"" in turning, for example, will have to develop new methods of lathe 

operation to ensure that it can capture sufficient orders to both pay 

for the new methods and make it uneconanical for firms to do it 

themselves. 

successful specialisatio;i means that every firm has access to high 

quality components, inputs and process activities w~thout having to 

do it themselves. A strategy of flexible specialisation makes two 

additional steps. First, it involves creating overlapping networks 

of supplier relationships. The existence of such networks enhances 

individual firms capacity to engage in product innovation by 

experimenting with different possibilities and having access to 

specialists in a variety of activities without employing them 

directly. ~uch supplier networks are a crucial resource and e:JCl'iain, 

in part, lx>~h the flexibility and the success of the design led 

Italian furniture industry. 

An industrial district of networked firms is not the only way to 

create flexibility. Big enterprises can be flexible but they can not 

be hierarchically organised along top down chains of coanand. For 

example, Henry Ford's production facilities for producing the Model T 

were specialised but intlexible. Establishing a competitive edge in 

today's furniture markets, either in Cyprus or abroad, depends on 

developing the capacity to produce short runs economically, to 

develop new products and to be capable of refining or modifying 

production procesaes to meet the needs of buyers. Thi• can most 
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easily be clone by groups of small firms linked by social ties in 

cooperative networks rather than by a fragMnted industry coordinated 

by i.q»ersonal markets or departments within big f i.rms coordinated by 

managerial hierarchies. 

The third element after specialisation and networking in a strategy 

of flexible specialisation is the utilisation of skilled labour. The 

capacity to shift production fran one product to another economically 

depends upon skilled labour trained in driving down both lead times 

between t:a.e concept of a new product and its production and set up 

times. 

A sub-r.amrl.ttee of the Furniture Industry Working Party will 

concentrate its attention on these matters. success will depend upon 

development of conmon resources for upgrading production 

capabilities. Each of the parastatals must be involved: the Cyprus 

Development Bank for strategy and finance, the Cyprus Productivity 

Centre for methods and expertise and the Industrial Training 

Authority for training. A close relationship with Italian machine 

tool, makers should be one goal that a collective effort could 

achieve. Linking up with already existing Italian networks is 

another possibility worth exploring, particularly in the area of 

metal and plastic accessories. 

Implementing a strategy of flexible specialisation requires not only 

involvP.ment but sustained dialogue amongst participating firms and 

parastatal agencies supplying production, financial and training 

expertise. Without such a dialogue and provision of joint services, 

firms can easily revert to individualised strategies that will 

rigidify the industry and recreate the conditions of industrial 

fragmentation. 
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Management control systems in the Cyprus furniture industry are 

presently inadequate in two ways: lack of quality control and lack 

of financial controls. Quality controls over raw material inputs and 

every stage of the production process could reduce the number of 

defective products, the time spent on repairing poorly produced goods 

and the excessive waste of poorly planned production methods. The 

Japanese have pioneered the development of self-inspection systems 

based U!>On statistica1 quality controls and today firms everywhere in 

the world are forced to either adopt the same techniques or face 

decline • 

The very existence of high work-in-process levels signifies the lack 

of attention to promoting high quality production. The just in time 

system developed by the Japanese not only reduces working capital 

costs but signals defective parts before stocks have been 

accumulated. One means of illustrating these points to 

industrialists is the refinement of cost accounting packages that can 

be supplied by jnte1lirm associations • 

Each of the parastatals can play a role in management education 

according to the new quality control methods. It will be a long term 

proc&ss and will require the use of foreign experts to train 

parastatal personnel in the new methods b~fore they can be 

effectively introduced into firms. The COB, the CPC and the ITA are 

all aware of the need to develop such a capacity. It is crucial that 

all three work with th~ EmPloyers and Industrialists Federation and 

the industrialists to develop a prO']ranme as quickly as possible • 

5. Worker P.ducation and Training 

The ITA has completed a survey of thE> furniture sector which revealed 

that 60 percent of furniture wr1r.kers have only a primary education, 

..., ... 
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only 7 percent are graduates of technical schools, and 84 percent 

have no systematic training for their jobs. Presently the ITA and 

the CPC provide training services. The scale will have to be 

substantially increased if a strategy of flexible specialisation is 

to be jq>lemented. It is crucial that the ITA and the CPC work 

closely with the Furniture Industry Working Party to focus the 

upgradinq progrannes and to develop an apprenticeship program that 

enhances the capabilities of the workforce in line with a flexible 

specialisation strategy. 

6. Design 

Presently, Cypriot furniture manufacturers copy Italian designs. The 

establishment of a desig~ centre as proposed in the CIS dMain REport 

could go some way to developing an indigenous design capability 

within Cyprus. Presently, the lack of patent laws means that 

research and development costs on a new product cannot be covered by 

a period in which competition ir. restricted. One proposal is that 

the government directly s\'!bsidise design costs on a matching fund 

.basis with industrialists. 

The creat :_on of a Cypriot design culture is crucial to an industry 

like furniture, particularly because the industry is increasingly 

being redefined in Europe as the interior design and furnishings 

sector. At least two furniture firms now have considerable design 

capabilities, as they are run by men with establishAd reputations in 

design. At least two other owners rely upon family members with 

advanced degrees in design from England. 

A vigoruus design subcOl'mlittee of the Furniture Industry Working 

Party could provide initiative to whatever governmental efforts are 

made to enhance the Cypriot design culture. Without such input, 

governmental efforts to promote design could be largely disconnected 

from the needs of the furniture industry. 
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7. waterial~t 

A sub-COlllllittee on materials is being formed by the Furniture 

Industry Woi:king Party. Presently a considerable amc-unt of tension 

exists between the Cyprus Forest Industries Ltd. and furniture 

manufacturer11 over the price and quality of particle board and 

veneers. The furniture industry depends upon a supply of high 

quality materials and every effort must be made to ensure it is 

provided. Presently, furniture manufacturers are importing medium 

densit~ fibreboard because it is tariff free and easier to work. But 

it is expensive and as tar:.ffs come down, furniture manufacturers 

will need to shift to particle board . 

CFI is a government majority owned company. The board of directors 

includes off i~ials from the Ministry of Caimerce and Industry and the 

Cyprus Development BanJc. The furniture manufacturers association 

need a more direct input into CFI policies so that high quality 

performance can be praao.ted • 

The problem of high quality materials extends well beyond the CFI. 

Here again the mutual provision of a raw material quality control 

facility could both reduce material costs and enhance the access of 

every firm to higt. quality inputs, both domestically and 

internationally supplied. Without sue~ provisions, Cypriot 

manufacturers will be at a serious competitive dibadvantage against 

European competitors . 

Finally, both the Planning Bureau and the Ministry of Conmerce and 

Industry mus~ also become i~volved in these discussion becauFe of the 

importance of the tariff structure in shaping material acquisition 

decisions • 
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'l'he Cyprus Development Bank is developing a furniture sector strategy 

of its own which is entirely consistent with the strategy of flexible 

specialisation. on t:he basis of t:his strategy, COB officials will 

proactively seek investment opportunities in firm. To contribute to 

t:he demand for CDl' services the COB will involve itself wit-..h the 

ot:her parastatal organisation and the ~iture Industry Working 

Party subcannittees. In ti.is way t:he COB can play the role not 

merely of an intermediary between saving and investment of finance 

and industry but of an integrater of the two by promoting sector 

restructuring. The positive role t:hat t:he COB can play has already 

been demonstrated by ;:he creation of A to Z Furniture ~td. 

Conclusions 

The second vis;_t to Cyprus succeeded in deepening the appreciation 

for a strategy of flexible specialisation and in reshaping the nine 

(now eight) point developmer:t progranme svJ1111arised above. The next 

task is implementation. successful implementation will be a long run 

process in whicb the root causes of each problem will be ideratif ied 

and collectively acted upon. The establishment of the ·Furniture 

Sector Working Party as an implementation vehicle was a big step 

ahead. Success in each of the problem areas can not be achieved by 

th& industrialists themselves but ~ill require cooperation with the 

parastatals in eacl1 specific area identified above. Finally the 

'Working Party aust develop ~ system for monitoring progress in each 

of problems areas. Hopefully this swmiary of where the 

implementation progranma now stands will soon be out of date. 
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~tx l: l'rca the U•ssol 12 t~ A to Z LTd • 

'the most important develoi-nt within the Cypriot Furniture industry 

betwee.-i the first and second visit of the UNDP/UNIDO industrial 

strategy mission has been the formation of A to Z Ltd. by twelve 

independent Limassol furniture manufacturers. Before the formation 

of A to Z Ltd. each o! the twelve manufacturers either retailed 

directly fraa the factory or frcza their exclusive retail shops for 

which each manufacturer produced the whole range of furniture 

required for a retailing outlet. The resulting lack of productions 

specialisation increll&ed costs as production runs were short and the 

variety of products was large • 

1 • 

The purpose of forming A to Z Ltd. was to transcend the barrier to 

production specialisation caused by the vertical integration of 

manufacturing and retailing. It began with an approach by several 

Limassol manufacturers to the Cyprus Development Bank (COB) in August 

of 1986 to consider a merger. After discussion, the original 

manufacturers increased to twelve who agreed to hire the COB to carry 

out a feasibility study to consider alternative forms of cooperation. 

ln early 1987, the twelve formed A to Z Ltd. as a private showroom 

for the twelve manufacturers for which each manufacturer specialises 

on a single product line. Manufacturers can continue to maintain 

private showrooms but may not sell the same product offered in the A 

to Z showrooms. 

The first connon showroom was opened in an excellent location in 

Nicosia in May 1987. Since then two other shops have been opened, 

one in Limassol and the other in Paphos and a fourth will be opened 

soon in Larnaca, Sales have already exceeded projections • 
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A to Z Ltd. is pursuing a strategy of providing a quality product 

with short delivery times. customers wait no more than 17 days for 

delivery. Any late delivery ~sults in a fine according to an 

escalating fine structure startinq with C£ 25 for the first, C£ 50 

for the second, C£ 100 for the third and C£ 200 for the fourth. 

After four fines in one year, the same product line can be offered to 

another shareholding manufacturer. 

Every delivery DUst be made to a cammn warehouse two days before it 

is due to the customer to be checked for quality. If an item of 

furniture fails to meet the quality standard it is returned to the 

manufacturers with a fine schedule identical to the o~e for lateness. 

2. Organisational structure 

All firms have equal shareholdings. A five member executive 

comnittee meets once a week after work to set policy and oversee the 

activities of the 20 employees of A to Z Ltd. as well as three 

subcoamittees. Each of the sub-coamittees has three members of the 

caupany plus the A to Z manager. 

A retail sub-coaaittee does market research, oversee advertising and 

advises manufacturers about how to improve the attractiveness of 

their products to consumers. On the basis of a comparative study of 

retail costs A to Z recently raised prices by five percent, both at 

the manufacturing and retail level. 

A design sub-coamittee coordinates designs, styles and colours as 

Yell as approving any alterations. It also oversees the design of 

the retails shops and seeks to enhance the interior design capaclty 

of A to z Ltd. 
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A costing sub-c:c:mnittee reviews the costs and prices of each member. 

Fir11& set a price that covers diiect costs plus a fixed percentage 

for overhead. Bach 111811ber of the sub-CCllllllittee visits every 

manufacturer to examine methods and provide advice on how to reduce 

costs it they are out of line. Any disagreements are settled by the 

executive COlllDittee which is composed of men with many years 

experience in furniture manufacturing. 

3 • 

A to z offers a range of comnon services to its members including the 

following: 

a) retailing. For the first time the Limassol furniture 

manufacturers cara offer their products in other Cyprus cities 

and can do so within attractive i:elailing outlets that are 

collectively owned and managed • 

b) purchasing. Members have enjoyed discounts of as much as 25 

percent on materials for joint purchases . 

c) transportation. A to Z vans are shared by all members. 

d) advertising. A to Z L~d. engages in advertising in each of the 

cities in which it has shops, an activity that was not engaged 

in by lll08t of the manufacturers before the formation of A to Z 

Ltd. 

e) marketin9. The A to Z staff includes two marketing staff 

member• that engage in research and propose product 

developments • 
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f) interior design. A to Z has eniployed an inTerior designer both 

to do showroaa layouts and to encourage coanon themes amongst 

the manufacturers. 

g) consultancy. A to z was fonaed on the basis of the first 

cooperative act in which the se an engaged, F&YillCJ a fee for 

the cyprus Develoi-nt Bank to carry out a feasibility study. 

h) financial services. Eight of the IBlber canpanies have borrowed 

f:raa the Cyprus Development Bank on the basis of coordinated 

business plans. 

Manufacturers estimate that per unit costs on the specialised 

furniture is 20 to 25 percent less than before the formation of A to 

Z Ltd as a consequence of longer production runs. At least one of 

the manufacturers has moved into larger facilities and several have 

invested in new, more specialised machinery. The Union of 

Woodworking Firms in Limassol, whirh preceded the creation of A to Z 

Ltd., has organised seminars by a t.!rniture expert at the Cyprus 

Productivity centre which have been financed by the Industrial 

Training Authority. The same furniture expert 1'.as assisted several 

companies in reorganising production facilities to speed up the flow 

of materials. 

Increased specialisation has meant that the member firms can increase 

the variety of ranges offered. Firms can increasingly pursu~ 

variations on a theme rather than the production of diff e~ent 

producu. 
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A to z employs 20 people including drivers. Most of the ID8llber firms 

have increased 911Ployment. scme substantially. one of the three 

firms we visited. a highly successful ...a.r. has more that doubled 

its aployees fraa 1 to 15. A second,. which started a new line with 

participation in A to Z LTd.,. also increased employment by 8 . 

Most of the firms are confronted vith a shortage of skilled workers 

even though wages and benefits per worker amount to between C£ 100 

and CE 120 in the firms that we interviewed. This figure exceed pay 

in clothing and footwear by a substantial 81DOWlt • 

6. Interfha oooperatian and ent.:prise develqment. 

anc1 industrial district 

A to Z Ltd. has illustrated the positive benefits that can come from 

interfirm cooperation. Each of the participating firms has 

maintained its independent identity while enjoying opportunities that 

were not possible with individual action • 

The twelve firms are all located within the Limassol region, several 

on the same industrial estate established by the Ministry of Corrlllerce 

and Industry. Geographical proximity and interfirm cooperation 

ensure continuous consultation, botn horizontally across the firm& 

and vertically betw11ten the manufacturers and A to z. 

Cooperation and consultation stimulate enterprise learning and 

faci!itate the adaptation to change that sustains development • 
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New ideas in any aember firms are not only quickly disseminated, but 

problem solving capabilities are enhanced. Solutions to problems are 

developed through dialogue and institution buildi119 as problems 

emerge. For ez11111tle, the costing sub-Calllli.ttee identifies high cost 

activities and suggests means of reducing costs, and the 17 day 

delivery limit forces less streamlined firms to upgrade their 

operation or face DUtually aqreed upon penalties. Similarly, 

attention to quality at the A to Z warehouse puts pressure on each 

..aber company to meet the agreed upon standards or risk censure by 

colleague~. Each of these institutional developments represent group 

solutions to enterprise problems brought about by the increased 

problem solving capability of several firms working toqether. In so 

doing interfirm coopE>ration enhances the capabilities of every firm. 

In fact, the member firms share a social life as well. For example, 

at Christmas, buses were chartered to transport the members and their 

families to a party in Nicosia. Such C<llllllWlity provides the social 

cohesion that reduces the need for supervision. The success of A to 

Z depends upon member firms not cheating by offering A to Z furniture 

in individual showroans at discount prices. Social disapproval 

provides a powerful disincentive to any member that engage in such an 

activity. A purely market relation has no such built in 

disincentives. 

1. 

A to Z Ltd. has introduced a new dynamic into the Cypriot furniture 

industry. Other firms must respond or risk losing market share. Two 

of the largest Cypriot furniture manufacturers are in the process cf 

opening new much expanded retailing outlets. Many smaller 

manufacturers are discussing joint retailing activities for the first 

time. 

Nevertheless, A to Z Ltd. has a number of problems to tackle if it is 

to survive and grow as the international compe~ition increases. 
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a) production coats. A to Z Ltd. inp>rts small amounts of Italian 

furniture to <:a11>lement its range. Fran the prices charged, A 

to Z Ltd. staff estimate that members costs are roughly 40 

percent above those of the Italian firms. 

sustained success depends upon the advance of product 

specialisation turing into activity specialisation in the long 

run. Activity specialisation demands the inti=oduction of new 

machines and the further ref i.neamlt in production methods if 

member firms are to enjoy the same networking advantages as 

their Italian C0111'9titors. An Italian furniture firm has access 

to a range of specialists in activities such as turning, 

carving, veneering as well as services • 

Many advances have been made in modularising components of 

furniture, particularly in Germany. These development need not 

and should not be developed in all activities, but for certain 

products, such as kitchen cabinets, the modularised methods 

offer substantial cost economies . 

b) quality. Progress is being made, but further steps are 

necessary. Today A to Z firms use medium density fibre board 

where the international compet.i tion uses the cheaper veneered 

particle board. 'transition to the more costs efficient methods 

introduces a series of more difficult woodworking processes 

which will have to be mastered if quality is to be sustained. 

A to Z is on the right track to seek a competitive advantage on 

the basis of quality, ·but q11aU.ty control in woodworking is a 

most difticult achievement which will require the development of 

new management systems based upon self-inspection processes and 

the upgrading of existing worker skill& on more specialised 

machines • 
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c) design. A to Z ..mer firms rely upon imitations of Italian 

designs as opposed to developing an indigenous design culture. 

The successful integration of design and production is another 

prerequisite to effective resistance to the Italian imports in 

Cypriot furniture retailing outlets. 

Increasingly the European furniture industry is turning into an 

interior design and furnishing industry. '!'his demands that 

furniture retailing includes a substantial design component not 

only in furniture but in accessories made of fabrics, metals and 

plastics. 
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List of persons and organisation with wham discussion were held: 

Privam Sector: 

'!he Furniture Manufacturers Association, three meetings including one 
open meeting. 

ll.L. Savvides and Co Ltd 

Spiliotis and Clappis 

Savvas Leonides and Sons Ltd 

A-Z Furniture Ltd 

&ployers and Industrialists Federation 

Peo 

seJt 

Ministry of ec-rce and Inclustry 

Cyprus Develqment Bank 

Industrial Training Authority 

Cyprus Productivity centre 
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'lhe action plan for the cyprus Metalworking sector follows the visit 

by the CIS team in January, 1988 and is based on the recoamendations 

of the UHDP/UNIDO Mission SUpplementary Report No.5; Metalworking, 

Decelllbcr ( 1987) • 

'?he xeccmaendations have been prioritised following discussions with 

the various lletalvorlti.nq and Engineering representatives from both 

the private and public sect.or in cyprus. In particular, the Short

'!'erll action points reflect the &(JJ:C nt of the Metal Industry 

Worltir.g Group fonied during the visit. 

Action polnts are categorised as Short and Medica tU"ll and relate to 

the following tille-scale: 

ktion Time Scale 

I. Short Term inmediate to 18 1oonths 

II. Medium Term 18 months to 3 years 

1. The establishment of Metalworking consortia to identify and 

discuss ffllY" of co-operating at a SUb-Sector level on issues 

relating to standards, training, shared marketing (particularly 

exports), qu&lity control and sub-sectional representations to 

Ministries and the financial sector. DurJ.ng the visit of 10-17 

January, a core working CJrOUP representing members from the solar 

heating, p!'eciaion engineering, pumps, steel structures and 

enqineering consultallcl· fields together with representatives from 

the Cyprus Productivit)' Centre, the Industrial Training Authority 

and the Ministry of r.oamerce and Industry, met to establish the 

first general consortiun:. Other groups from the refrigeration 

and water relat..a sub-sectors also initiated meetings during this 

period. 
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The working groups hold the key to the successfuJ formation of 

cor.sortia capable of harnessing the ene~ that is required from 

the sector to implement the medium and longer-term strategies 

reccmnended in the SUpplementary Report. 

2. A feasibility study for the establisbllent of a steel Stockholding 

CClllpllllY should be undertaken by the Cyprus Development Bank. The 

study should be funded jointly by the llinistry of Ccaaerce and 

Industry and the Cyprus Develqnent Bank on an equal basis. 

Estimated cost, £10,000 (CYP). 

3. 'J.'he Cyprus Productivity centre should undertake to identify and 

COlllDission consultants to advise specific firms on quality 

improvements. In particular, advice on building quality 

~rovements into the production process through training should 

be provided. '1'he estimated budget allocation for such 

consultancy should be in the region £75K to £100K (CYP) 

4. The Ministry of Coamerce and Industry in conjunction with the 

Engineering and Metal1110rking groups referred to above should take 

inlllediate steps to agree on the introduction and extension of 

coamon standards in the manufacture of solar heaters. These 

should reflect the quality and efficiency levels expected in 

export markets and currently in use by the leading caapetitors in 

these markets. 

In addition to the extension of quality and efficiency standards, 

a solar heating design consultancy fund .in the region of CE25K 

should be allocated and administered by the Ministry of Codlll8rce 

and Industry in conjunction with a solar heating sub-sector 

worki~ group. The design consultancy should be organised in 

parallel with a t ... ibility study sponsored by the Export 

Pramotion Organi•ation to ascertain the potential for mat'ket 

•-a-ntation on the buia of exports of high quality, pre.'ltium 

priced, solar heating systems into the export markets adjac•,nt to 

cyprus. The estimated cost of the EPO study wo~ld be 

approximately C£20K. 
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Representatives <'f the Engineering and Metalworking Industry 

group should undertake a visit to an Italian Metal Working 

Consortium. Ideally, these visits should atteapt to examine the 

growth of small artisanal firms in Italy's Emilia Romagna region. 

The iJapact of cc:nputerisation and new production methods on the 

traditional jobs and fonlS of organisation in the Emilia Romagna 

metalworking industries has significant relevance to the Cyprus 

Sector. 'l'he continuing vitality of artisanal metalworking firms 

in the face of changes in technology and the global economy, and 

the resultant quality of jobs within the artisanal firms in the 

region, should be experienced at first hand by representatives 

fraa Cyprus. The insights into the management of possible sub

sector and firm .i .... vel strategies could prove invaluable through 

such a visit • 

1. For advice on those to contact at regional 
representation level: 

Maura Franchi 
e Assessoria Industria 

Regione Emilia Romagna 
Viala Aldo Moro 30 
Bologna 

• 

• 

2. At the level of artisanal f ims: 

Irene Rubbini 
(Regional Secretary) 
Conf ederazione Nationale 

Dell'Artiginato 
Viala Aldo Moro 
40127 Bologna 

Tel: Bologna - 373393 

6. A support policy for the aluminium extrusions industry should be 

• developed between the Ministry of Coamerce and Industry and the 

EX:port PJ:aaotions Council. A support programne for the Air 

Filter Industry should also be considered. This should take the 

• 

• 

form of the identification of 3'C)tential European licensing 

arrang .. nts followir19 European mrket research on low volume, 

small batch, specialist air filter ~nent segments that C01~ld 

be supplied from Cyprus • 
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7. Building on their earlier study. the ITA should undertake a 

further skill audit focussing on the needs of the •talworking 

sector in relation to the requirements for a technologically 

based, but S11&ll to lllediua batch size production sector. as 

outlined in the Cyprus Industrial strategy. This would perhaps 

require the assistance of overseas consultants and therefore a 

budget allocation in the region of £15K should be ma-:le available 

by the Ministry of Ccmnerce and Industry. 

A skills audit linked to product/llllrltet developments in specific 

industries abroad would enable the ITA to design a new three year 

engineering apprenticeship course incorporating sub-sector 

strategies. Sector targets for training and conti:1uing education 

should be set on the basis of the skills audit. 

Discussions about ITA funding of •cover" costs while personnel 

are undergoillCJ furthe- training should be opened with the 

Ministries of Education and Labour. Government financial 

assistance in this area should be the focus of such discussions. 

'!he problems of skill shortage should be addressed in the short

term by a programme to attract personnel from abroad. The 

attraction of overseas personnel should be linked to employer 

training programmes through the introduction of "pairing" schemes 

in targeted sectors. The "pairing" of personnel at the skilled 

tradesman level should also be extended to Manaqement positions. 

8. The de-skilling trends experienced in the metalworking sector 

over the past f P.W years should be discouraged by the diversion of 

engineering graduates back into industry. If the sector is to 

maintain any long-tts~ success it must address tlie is<1ue of 

matching future investment in equipment with investment in 

technically ccmpetent personnel. The succ4H sful application of 

flexible specialisation strategies based on design, quality and 

batch size efficiency 111Ust have its roots _ ir. trained and 

technically coq>etent manpower. \'he "graduate" gap which has 

developed over the last t.on years L1Ust be reverced. In this 

respect financial .incentives enabling .:cxltpanies to support salary 

levels for professional an9ineer• should be made available by the 

government. Indeed, as a keJ action poinl in rev•i-sin9 the trend 
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in Research and Development in the sector, positive salary levels 

should be set which vill attract graduate engi~~ers to the 

metalworking sector and avay frcn the service sectors. 

9. Certification of welding standards applicable across the 

structural steel and metalworking areas should be introduced. 

The fonmlation of standards should be a matt:er for joint 

discussions between representatives fr:aa the meta1working sector 

consortia referred to in 1 above, the Cyprus Productivity Centre 

and the Industrial Training Authority. In this respect the 

attainment of certification standards should be a prerequisite 

for continued sectoral level support by the Government beyond the 

short-term. 

10. Connected with the increased recruitment of graduate engineers 

should be the 1ADJ1ual allocation of two fellowships for CAD/CAM 

study at a major engineering centre overseas. These fellowships 

should be of a sandwich nature with personnel perhaps splitting 

their study between a University base and a leading engineering 

firm. 

An example of such a scheme is that organised by Brook Crompton 

Parkinson Motors, part of the Hawker Sidley Group. In 

conjunction with Huddersfield Polytechnic, graduate engineers 

with an interest in computer aided design and its impact on the 

production of high standard quality products can be offered 

Teaching Company Associates. Schemes such as these should be 

evaluated with respect to the needs of the sector and fellowships 

funded by the Ministry of Education in conjunction with the 

Ministry of comaerce and Industry and the company from which the 

engineers would be seconded. 
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1. 'l'he establishllent and work of the Engineering and Metalwork 

consortia should be consolidated over the next two years vi.th the 

ala of cementing joint services across the sector. The formal 

establis~t of a Marketing Service network - having both 

dteestic ancl export divisions - funded by sector firms will 

facilitate the presentation of a more p~fessional image to the 

markets selected as possible niches. 

'l'he establislment of marketing standards equal to those being 

pursued at the level of production is of parmmunt importance in 

the develoi-nt of sustainable product market strategies over the 

longer-term. Marketing and sales co-ordination within sub

sectors and across the sector as a whole should be integrated 

with the intelligence and research functions of the Export 

Proaotions Organisation. 

The interaction of marketinq networks representing the solar 

heating, refrigeration, pmps, switchgear, aluminium, steelwork 

and air conditioning sub-sectors with a "single door" 

organisation such as the EPO will ensure that a coherent approach 

is taken in matching export market demands with Cypriot 

offerings. The utilisation of networks has the advantage of 

providing a sectorally responsive framework to market 

opportunities without negating the COlll)etitive aspects of market 

development by individual firms. 

2. As a major step in the pmp manufacturing sector strategy, the 

establishment of a computer aided design/computer aided 

naanufacturing link between the main casting facility at Nemitsas 

Pumps and the OIC capability of other manufacturers should be 

explored. It is theoretically possible for such links to be 

established and a feasibility study funded jointly by 

manufacturers in the pmping sector and the Cyprus Development 

Banlc should be undertaken. 
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"1'he puaps sector offers considerable scope for the development of 

a robust c:ore of quality ~ineering output capable of sustaining 

a COlllP8titive advantage in Middle East Markets. The longer term 

success of the invest:JBent in the C0Bp1terised casting facility 

could be in jeopardy given the lack of CAD and product 

development which is necessary to ensure penetration in what 

threatens to become a very sophisticated product market. 

'lhe ability to m>Uld sub-sectoral responses to the problems 

facing Cypriot finis and the qJ.ickening pace of international 

CCJllllP8tition. will 1m&t likely mean the differences between 

corporate collapse anc1 growth in the sector. 'l'he estimated cost 

of a feasibility study on the creation of inter-firm links is 

estillated at £10K (Cyp). P\lnding of proposals aiJ9ed at linking 

the design, out:put and quality of the sector through CAD/CAM 

should be met frma the technology (R ~ D) fund reca11Ended in the 

SUpplementary Report • 

3. During the visit of the CIS team in January, 1988 a number of 

representatives from the Electrical and Electronic industries of 

Cyprus met to form their own sectoral association. The 

initiative for the formation of this association steamed directly 

frmn the sectoral Studies of the CIS Supplementary Reports. 

Frcm discussions held with a leading firm in the electrical 

industry during the CIS visit in January, 1987 a consultancy 

assignment was undertaken by the Cyprus Development Bank into the 

feasii.ility of establishing a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 

manufacturing facility in Cyprus. The study indicated that such 

a project would be viable within a five year period. However, 

following the feasibility study by the CDB no further steps have 

been tak~n to advance the project. 

In view of the innovative nature of the Electrical and Electronic 

Industry sectoral aHociation formed in January, 1988 it is 

recamended that actions be taken to explore further the 

possibility of a joint venture between the sector firms and the 

CDB on this project • 
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While the discussion and organisational aspects of developing 

such a project clearly fall in~o the category of short term 

actions. the physical reality of the project would not be in 

evidence until late 1989/1990. For this reason the 

ial>lementation of this action has been categorised as medium-

term. 

4. As the success of short-tena actions are perceived at sub-sector 

and sectoral le"Vel the goverimental input should not diminish. 

On the contrary the mediua term phase of implementing strategies 

could be the S>St crucial t.ille as --ntua is gained but 

signifiC11Dtly measurable advances still lie ahead. 

It is imperative in the medium term to enlarge the magnitude and 

extent of support which the Sector requires in order to break 

~letely with the historical trends. In this respect financial 

incentives in the areas of Research and Development. software 

acquisition and the infusion of technologically advar! .;ed 

processes should be ma!.ntained at a higher level by the 

government. 
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'lhe return visit to Cyprus in January 1988 and the consequent 

meetings. discussions and further inveatipt.ions revealed that the 

trends identified in the SUpplementary Report on the Metalworking 

Sector were unrelenting. Indeed, in puticular f inns the 

profitability crisis identified in the refO'rt vas deepening. 

While Middle East demand has plateaued, the Cyprus metalworking 

sector is still on a downward price ~iral in these markets due to 

lack of product ~titiveness in qwtlity and ,;ophistication. The 

general sectoral strategies containecJ ia the Supplementary Report 

found unanimous approval amongst the manufacturers themselves, the 

public sector institutions and the trade union organisations visited. 

'ftle action points outlined above are intended to give the initial 

substance for concrete developments within the sector. The 

recamaendations identify a potential £unding requirement of 

approximately £185,000 (Cyp) for feasibility studies and consultancy 

fees in order to ensure further impetus to the restructuring process. 

'ftlis figure is by no means the definitiv~ sum. other S\.ms relating 

to specific actions will be required. However, the er.timation of 

these figures can only be arrived at by an assessment resulting from 

the discussions of the sub-sectoral working groups. 

The imperative for the Sector is that the energy assumed in the 

action plan becomes a reality as soon as possible. 
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Nemi.tsas Pmlps Ltd 

ltetalco (Heaters) Ltd 

stylson Engineering 

Cyems Ltd 

Markou Pulllps Industry Ltd 

Proplan Ltd 

Eneloyers and Industrialists Feberation 

llinistry of Coaaerce and Industry 

Industrial Training Authority 

Cyprus Productivity Centre 
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Appendix 1 

The team is expected to: 

1) MaJre detailed presentation of the studies and reports to the 

private sector. industrial associations. industries, pot.mtial 

imestors etc.. elaborating the strategy and measures required 

for carrying out th.! f in~s and rev *"•ndations relating to the 

respective subsectors. 

2) Provide tecbno-eccnomi.c advice and guidance on the action to be 

taken by the private S&Ctor/industries for carrying out the 

reo--ncJations in the respective reportsi 

3) FoDDUlate a Plan of Action for systematically translating major 

sectoral/subsectoral rec•iiaendations into practical steps that 

will have to be taken by relevant authorities in the short, 

medium and long term. 

The CTA is required to synthesize the sub-sectoral 

recaamendations/plans of actions into an integrated Plan of Action 

for strengthening the structure, viability, efficiency and 

competitiveness of inaustrial sector/subsectors on the basis of the 

f indinqs and recoamendations of the team hitherto ana within the 

framework of the country's industrial Restructuring and Promotion 

Plan and Strategy. He is also expected to assist in setting out the 

type and extent of the external technical assistance that may be 

required, particularly from .UNDP and UHIDO in the implementation and 

follow-up of the project output thus far. 
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Appendix 2 

Short tem erioritiea. < 1988-9) 

General ~ rndationa 

1. Establishment of Strategic Planning 
council and Secretariat 

2. Establishment of consortia 

3. Establishment of Design COft\Plex. 

Progre•• 
Extensive discussions. 
Deciaion expected shortly. 

Subject of industry diacusaion 
in Jan.88 and plan• drawn up 
for joint resource centre• for 
clothing and footwear aectora. 

Discuaaiona held with Mayor of 
Nico1ia, Min of Education, MCI 
designers, industrialists • 

4. Preparation of financial submission to aac. Discussion with MCI. 

S. Re-orientation of financial incentive• 

lllMll- tem nc rnc1atJ.on!. (1989-90) 

1. Invite representative from National 
confederation of Artisan• to advi•e on 
national framework. 

2. Study of German export cartels and Swedish 
joint llll!'keting co-ops. 

3. Establish national framework for industrial 
consortia. 

4. Restructuring of MCI 

!'U.rther Action 

Need to ••tabli•h •hadow 
Hcretariat. 

Arrange and fund over•••• 
viait1. Collect and 
circulate material•. 

Need for pre-fea1ibility 
1tudy in 1urcner 1988. 

Preparation of e1timat•1 
by MCI and PB. 
Min of Finance 

Vi1it to MCA in Rome a1 part 
of con1ortia pr09rllll'Tft9 

Diacu•• with IPO 

H• 1 above 

MCI to conlider. 

• • • e • • ,t ! ! L e 1 
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s. Expansion of COB and reformulation of it• 
terms of reference. 

6. Study of existing royalty agreement•. 

7. Annual ~tition for Industrial Design. 

8. Twenty De•ign Grac!uate1 Abroad. 

9. Design Fund 

10.De&ign information frcm Europe to Cypru• 

11.Establishment of technology centres 

12.Technology equipment fund. 

13.R & D fund 

14.Progranne for improving working condition•. 

is.Speed up implementation of Health ~~6 
Safety provisions. 

16.Progr&il'lfte of workplace nurseries 

17.Extension of Productivity Improvement 
education to all management and training 
courses. 

Plogn•• 

Undertaken as part of Cypru1 
Technol09y Strategy. 

Diacuaaed with sector 
aaaociationa, the HTI & MCI. 

rarther lotion 

Min. of Finance/MCI/PB/COB 

Awaiting eon1ideration 
of report. 

Min of Id/Municipality of 
Nico1ia/MCI. Pre-fea1ibility 
1tudy required. 

Min of lc!uaation/PI 

Min of Finance/MCI 

IPO 

Federation of lmployera/MCl 

Min of Finance 

Min of Finance 

Min of Labour 

Min of Labour 

Diacuaaiona held with Min of Min of Labour/MCI/Federation & CCL/ 
Labour/Employers & Trade Union•. P!O & S!X 

Min of Labour 
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General a.c naatlon8 

18.Productivity ~rovement Fund. 

19.Realignment of overaeaa scholarship policy 
to induatrial reatructuring needa. 

20.Manag ... nt training expanaion 

21.Training progranne to take on multi 
•killing requirementa. 

22.Labour Plan. 

23.lmarcJ•ncy Management Unit 

24.Management conaultancy fund. 

25.Management Equipment Fund 

26.Review of management training 

27.Review of Cypriot Buaineaa School propoaal. 

28.EPO incentivea to co-operfttive overseas 
marketing. 

29.Joint overseas marketing fund 

30.Progranne for overseas visits by 
manufacturers. 

31.lncentive scheme for joint distribution 
and retail facilities. 

• • • • 

Progft•• 

• • • 

~Action 

Min of rinance 

Min of lducation 

Min of x.bour 

Min of Labour 

Min of x.bour 

Min of x.bour/MCl/PB 
Conaultant to draw up plan of 
eme1"9ency prograne • 

Min of rinance 

Min of rinanc• 

Min of Labour/MCI 

MCI 

!PO 

!PO 

!PO 

MCI 

•---d • • • rl 
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Gmeral .... na..Uona 

32.Studi•• of: retailin9 

catering 

cultural industries 

other sectors. 

33.Conaultant to advise on retailing in five 
lead sectors. 

34.Links between hotel'managera and Cypriot 
lllUlUfacturers. and between UK forces and 
UN purchasing and Cypriot industrialists. 

35.Extenaion of C'l'O survey to include 
questions on purchase and consumption of 
Cypriot products. 

36.Cyprus Food Conaission. 

37.Progranae of diffusion of CIS: 

further copies of CIS 

translation into Greek 

surm1ary text as book 

production of CIS newspaper 

workshop materials/packs 

newspaper articles 

videos/TV progranmes 

progranne of training within 
each Ministry 

Provn•• hz1:hel' lotion 

MCI 

MCI 

MCI 

C'1'0 

Discuaaiona with cyprua Consumer MCI 
Aaaoc:iation. 

MCI 
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Laaq tezll 11989-92) 

Gmeral a.c- 1ncJetlou 

1. latabliahment of Cyprua Induatrial Bank 

2. Aasea1m1nt of Free Trade Zone 

3. Elq)ansion of design in secondary achool 
curricula. 

4. Develop incentive aystema 

S. Progranme to encoura9e Cypriots to return 

6. Policy of industrial district aa part of 
industrial estate progranae. 

• • • • • • • 

1'Vther Action 

Min of Finance/MCI/PB/COB 

MCI 

Min of Education 

Min of Finance 

Min of Labour 

MCI 

• • • • 
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l'aoc1 Proql!!inp 

Priorltlu for abort run action 

a.c- zrldll.tion 

1. Sectoral con•ortia 

2. Food Technical Centre 

3. Good Food Guide (a• contribution to 
improved quality) 

4. Food Syatem Conference 

• • • 

Meat producer• have met to 
con•ider joint action: 
• with1tandin9 price/quality cut1 
- joint di•tribution 
- monopoly marketin9 
- !IC approved plant 
- trade vi•it to Europe 
- action over 1ell-by date• ' 

•al• or return co•t• 
- defining technical need• to HCI 

HCI 
- joint marketing to hotel tr.de• 

Di•cu••ed with employer1, HTf 
and HCI. Propo1ed it be 
e•tabli1hed at HCI to cover: 
te•tin9 of raw material1, 
hygiene advice, data on content• 
etc. Linked al10 to a •kill• 
centre at HCI. 

• • • 

l'artber lotion 

Further meeting• to prepare 
detailed propo1al1/CCC 

C£Sk required. 

HCI ntrector to prepare 
project rr•:lpoHl, 

Fea•ibility •tudy undertaken CDB/CCA 
by CDB; Con1umer1 A11ociation 
talked to and in favour 

Di•cu••ed. Include paper• on MCI 
agricultural •trategy, catering, 
new proce••ed food•, health food 
food retailing, training, and 
sub 1ector paper•. 

• 
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.aoa rzocua1n1 

..al• !'em 

..... 1nc1at.iou 

5. Cyprus Food CommiHion 

6. EPO &\\rvey of European multiple• 

1. EPO aHeH eJqM>rt growth area• 

8. Eatabliahment of Food Policy Adviaory 
Group 

9. Promotion of CJprua ethnic foods 

10.Public purchasing to i.nfprove food quality 
and rationaliaation. 

11.Study of potential sale• of CJprua food to 
catering industry 

12.Food Processing School & Technical Centre 

13.~uter data base on tourist food demand 

14.MCI re-ol'9aniaation on a sectoral baaia 

15.MCI staff training prograJllll8 

16.Evaluation of co-operative marketing in 
h~pe 

ProcJre•• 5 C:Wnt• IUl'ther Action 

Diacuaaed, CCA 1tron9ly in favour MCI. CESOk. 

Await• eatabliah!ftent of IPO 

Await• eatabliahment of !PO 

Scientific Council for Food 
in exiatence. Need• to include 
CCA. 

HCI and CDB intere1t. 

To be promoted through paper 
to Conference. 

Di1cu11ion with hotelier1, HCI, 
and meat producera. 

see 2 above. 

No changes aa yet 

To be developed. 

Discussed with respect to the 
meat industry 

IPO 

IPO 

HCI/CDB 

MCI 

HCI/ITA 

MCI/CTO 

MCI 

MCI 

• • • • • • • • • • • 
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Pooc1 Pltoceuina 

Rec* ndationa 

17. Revision of food sector subsidies 

18. Optimum use of newly productive land 

19. Introduction of bar codes. 

20. Bar coding agency to improve labelling 

21. Assesament of successful national export 
marketing strategies 

22. consideration of marketing through single 
national brand name. 

23. Oppose any application from foreign 
retailer 

24. Co-operative purchasing by small 
retailers & wholesalers 

25. Study of grain and grape subsidies 

26. Revision of Food sector subsidies 

27. Feasibility study of potential for Cyprus 
to act as food broker between Europe and 
the Middle East 

• • • • • 

Pro9n•• Ci a-nt• l'U.rther Action 

paper for Food Sy1tem Conference 

Mainly citrus Nono required 

Not seen as a major problem by !PO 
producers. !dea need• promotin9 

Could be tied in to De1ign 
Centre 

Agricultural experience su99e1ts 
monopoly marketing more 
important than brand names. see 
meat producers above. 

" " 

Widely agreed 

Needs development in quality 
consciousness. 

see Conference (item 4) 

part of Conference (4) 

Needs joint marketing 
organisation first. 

• • 
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Clothinq 

Short Tezm Prioriti•• 

Rao •tiona 

l. Establish fashion forcasting facility 

2. Establish CAD bureau 

3. Establish joint technological information 
service 

4. Trip to Italy and UX 

5. Skills centre for clothing induatry 

other Short Tezm lleuure• 

6. New payments systems. 

• • • • 

Pro9re•• 
Agreed by Clothing Industry 
Association as part of sector 
resource centre. 

Project proposal prepared 
and costed 

Agreed by clothing group. 
Two people to UK and Italy 
for two week1 • 

Project proposal prepared 
and coated. CPC only run 
upgrading not initial cour1e1. 
Proposed new course in 6 week 
modules, 8 couraes a year for 
initial training. 

Discussed. Sectoral employers 
and unions open to consider 
proposal. Federation give low 
priority at present time, 
because of diff iculti•• in early 
19801, with two con1ultanta on 
incentives. 

• • • 

Part.her lotion 

!1t.abli1h clothing 
centre by Sep 88: 

Coit: Capital C2 290k 
Revenue C2 18Sk 

seek to rai1e finance by 
September 1988 

C225k 

Trip: June/July 1988 

C2 30k capital (equipment) 
Cl SOk current expenditure, of 
which 230k equipment 

Need top level foreign 
consultants, auch as 
Kurt Salmon. They ahoul~ 
review incentive 1ystem for 
Cyprus, and prepare ground 
for drawing up of collective 
agreement, and training of 
unions and employer• in thi1 • 

• • • • 
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Clotldna 

~ rndatlona 
7. Extension service workers in MCI to 

attend main machinery and fabric 
exhibitions abroad 

8. Training the trainers for in company 
progrumes 

9. Upgrade trainin9 standards 

10. '1'9chnical aaaiatance for improvement 
of production mana9~nt 

11. SUb•idiaed child care centre• on 
industrial estates 

• • • 

ProcJn•• 

1 year required of forei9n 
technical assistance. 

Discussed with ITA who are 
proceedin9 

External assiatance required for 
1 year. Link to resource centre. 

Approved by indu1t~ialiat1 and 
trade u .. J.onbta • 

12. Relation of restriction• on employment Discussed with Ministry of 
of foreign personnel in key posts. Labour 

13. Prograaae of aector specific training for Discussed with induatrialista 
managers. technicians. auperviaers and 
designer• 

14. COB loan subsidies 

system Part of wider review 

16. Collective fabric converting operation Discussed with indu1t~1alists 

17. Expansion of dyeing and finishing plant Diwcuased with industrialiata 

18. Establish export marketing organisation Awaits EPO start up 

• • 

l'U.rther Action 
MCI. coat C!lk. 

CUSk 
ITA 

C! 40k for two people 

• 

40·50' from char9ea to firms. 

Study by Oct 88 

MCI/Min of Labour 

ITA 

MCI/Min of Finance/COB 

Ministry of Finance 

• 

Consider in 1989 CMA to link with COB 

consider in 1989 CMA to link with COB 

Discuss with !PO. Action 1988 
Feasibility study. 
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Short T9m Prioriti•• 

.... nc1at.ionll ProcJn•• 
1. Establishment of footwear technology centre Prepared and co•ted with HTI. 

Nead for staff traininq of 
existin; L & FTU employ•••· 
Also link to sister in•titution 
in Greece. Short term computer 
officer needed. 

2. Establishment of footwear skills centre 

3. Appointment of footwear marketing agent 
in London through EPO 

4. Establishment of small industrial areas 
concentrating on footwear - between 10 
and 25 firms. 

other Short Tem llMaUra• 

5. Visit n! footwear industrialists and 
unif.ns to ~t:aly 

6. MCI to provide information on other 
experiences of co-operation in footwear. 

• • • • 

Initiative from indu•triali•t• 
and ITA. Sector specific 
training using Moor•'• modul••· 
Monitoring of in factory •chem•• 
through the skill• centre • 

Discussed with indu•triali•t•, 
who raqarded European agent• a1 
as more important than Middle 
East aqant a1 1uqqe•t•d in 
original proposal. 

Benef ita of proximity tor 
sectoral co-operation 
Employers strongly in favour. 

Discussed 

• • • 

l'Urther Aationa 

HTI/MCl 

capital co1t1: C2100k 
No extra runninq co1t• above 
exi•tin9 ITA funding. 

Full funding by IPO. 
C01t: C220k p.a. 

MCI 

2nd half of 1988 

MCI 

• • • • 
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J"OC>blaar 

Rao Tndattiona 

7. Study of tourist demand for shoes. 

8. Two new design scholarships abroad 

9. Integration of design intelligence in 
footwear with that in clothing. 

10. Bnr.ourage whole look designs 

11. Establish childcare facilities on 
industrial estates. 

12. Incentives for improving facilities for 
workers 

13. Identification of standard package for 
management information systems 

• 

Progress 

Employer~ interested 

Scheme could start inwnediately: 
effects long term 

London agent to work with joint 
clothing agents. 

Discussed. Up to individual 
employers. 

Purther Aation 

MCI/CTO 

MCI 

Discussed with SEK/PIO/employer•/ Study by Sept 88. 
Min of Labour-Social Welfare/ 
Pancyprian Movemtint • 
Min of Labour doubted need; all 
others in favour, with part 
contribution by gov•rnment. 

Discussed. Part of strategy for MCI/Min of Finance 
upgrading labour and quality. 

Discussed with HTI & COB. COB COB 
want to sponsor demon•tration of 
footwear spe~ific MI •ystems. 
Availability of special CDB fund 
for computer related investment. 
Association agreed to encourage 
members to attend seminar. 



• 

.... .... 
w 

Pootw1ar 

14. Finance for travel abroad of Technology 
Centre staff 

15. Cypriot footwear firma to join SA'l'RA 

16. Workshop on acientif ic materials 
management 

17. Incentive schemes for software, scientific 
and materials management, and management 
iuf ormation systems •. 

18. Study of 2nd domestic leather finishing 
plant • 

119dium 1'enl Pl:~-• 

19. Quality control of component Ruppliers 
with market power. 

20. Middle East agent to explore countries 
leas responsive to Cypriot exports. 

21. SUbsidisation of collective overseas 
marketing 

• • • • 

ProcJre•• 

negative re1pon1e from SATQA 

Discussed. To be operated 
through HTI 

Industrialists t.iought thelr 
Middle East network• adequat~. 

Awaits EPO 

• • • 

IU..-ther Action 

HT I/MCI 

United Nations. 

HTI 

Part of overall review of 
Ministry of Finance. 

COB 

HTI 

No in'lnediate action. !PO 
to consider. 

EPO 

• • • • 
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Pumiture 

Prioriti- Por Short Run Action 

llee* rdations 

1. Establishment of Furniture Industry 
working vroup 

2. Trips by furniture makers abroad 

3. Ilaprovement of management systems for 
financial and quality control 

other Short Run Action 

5. Increasing design inputs 

• • 

~ .. 
3 meetings held. 
Proposals to b~ put to 
Association. 

• 

Federation undertaking 
feasibility study of trip 
to Italy. 

Discussed. ITA and CPC are 
seeking a means of diaaeminatJng 
statistical quality control as 
a basis for quality circles. 
Deming methods are not available 
& have to be upgraded. Financial 
package part of COB consultancy 
&el.vice. 

COB are preparing to expand 
design services for furniture 

problems of copying. overcome 
not by patents, but design 
subsidies. 

• • • 

l'U.rther Action 

Project teama to be formed 
within rnrG 

Preparatory work needed. 
Say 6 induatrialiata plua 
one from MCI. 
Budget £9k 

Italian production consultant• 
£20k. 
one week of joint consultancy 
on Deming to group of 20 
industrialists. £Sk 

COB 

FIWG project team to work on this. 

6. Integrate training and education proqranme ITA survey completed. Meeting ITA/CPC/Trade Unions. 
with 30 industrialists. 
Apprenticeship programme 
considered includes targetting 
of ITA's matching funds programme. 

• 
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hrnitv.n 

.... -..a..tiona 
7. Encouragement of joint marketing ventures 

abroad 

119cll- Tel.'ll Aatlan 

a. Action to expand high quality veneering, 
and reduce use of medium density fibre 
board. 

9. Improve consultative relations between 
CFI and furniture manufacturer•. 

10. Upgrading of MCI extension service 

11. Long term finance 

Progress 

depend• on CFI strategy, and 
policy on CFI monopoly. 

also require• targetted training 

potential for collective kiln 
drying to be ••t up at CFI for u•• 
by furniture induatry 

DiscuaHd 

Discussed with CDB. CDB are 
developing furniture sector 
strategy as basis for lending 

- -

:rarther Action 

FIWG project team await• 
eatabli•hment of EPO 

project team of FIWG on material•. 
needs project and feasibility 
atudy 

MCI 

CDB 

- ... A A 
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!!tal 'PP'" 
Prloriti• Por lbort 'fem Action 

'-l gdatioaa 

1. &atabliahment of conaortia 

2. V..aibility atudy for ateel atockholding 
ccatMlftY 

• • • 

Progre•• 
Engineering and metal working 
group eatablished 

Refrigeration working group 
meeting 

Water & water related aectora 
working group haa had initial 
meeting 

Diacuaaed in EMWG 

3. Strategy for pumps aector, with particular Urgently needed 
reference to •haring of foundry 

4. Consultants in production engineering for 
adYice to induatry 

otMr Pom•ible Short Tena Action 

5. Visit to Italian metal working consortia 

6. Extenaion of standards in solar heating 

7. solar Heating Export Loan scheme 

8. SOlar Heating Design Consultancy Fund 

Diacvased •• priority in !MWG 

Diacuaaed 

Discusaed 

• • • 

J'm+.ber Action 

Group• to continue to meet 
to diacua1 atrategy 

MCI aubaidy of so' to fe••ibility 
1tudy by CDB (ESk) 

CDB/ 

!MWG/CPC (£30k) 

Propo1al to be drafted by !MWG 
JR to gather information on Italian 
metal working con1ortia 

MCI, and induatry working group 

!PO study. MCI to check with 
Aa1ociation Agreement 

£1Sk 

• 
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.. tal !orls1M . 

9. SUpport policy for aluminium extruaiona 

10. SUpport pZ09raane for air filter induatry 
(market reaearch. identification of 
potential licenaing arrangement• in Europe) 

11. Skill audit and need• 

12. Sector target• for training and education 

13. ITA fund• to contribute to coat• of cover 
for tho•• on training 

14. Progr .... to attract akill• from abroad 

15. Syatematic ...-1oyer training progranne• 

16. 2 fellOW8hipa for CAD/CAM atudy 

17. Manag ... nt traininq courae for metal 
workinca aector 

18. Certification of welding standards 

19. Diversion of engineering graduates into 
industry 

PJ:ogn•• 

Diacuaaed with ITA and union•~ 
auggeation of 3 year 
apprenticeahipa 

Diacuaaed with ITA 

Diacuaaed 

-. - -

JUrther Action 

MCI conaideration 

MCI conaideration 

I'l'A and union• 

ITA 

I'l'A 

Min of Education/Min of Labour 
IMWG 

IMWG 

ITA 

ITA 

ITA/CPC/MCI/MWG 

ITA 

- .. • • 
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20. Establishment of sector joint service• 

21. Establishment of CAD/CAM link between 
inveatment ca1tin9 facility and CNC 
machin•• in PUii» aector 

22. Eatabliahment of PCB facility 

23. Incentive• for R & D, 1oftware, & new 
technol09Y. · 

he>gre•• 

DiscusHd 

Discussed with COB and Nemit1a1 

Di1cu11ed with COB 

Purther Action 

To ari1e from work of !MWG 

Part of pump 1ector 1trate9Y: 
depend• on chan9in9 pump de1i9n 

l'urther con1ideration to be 9iven 
on ba1i1 of COB 1tudy 

Mini1try of Pinance 
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A1'P9"dix l 

Sact:or Plw of lct1an 

1988 1989 1990 1991 • 
!Om) lrd 1 4th I 1st I 2nd I lrcl I 4th I 1st -, 2nd I 1st I 
1. Tourisa 5 food policy 

doowmt. • •••••• • •••••• 
2. Revi.av food Alllplings • 

5 testiNr rates. ••••••• • ••••••• • •••••• 
l. Incnasecl fines for 

b--1..;.,_ of food laws 

4. Cyprus Food • 
o-ission start-•m ••••••• • •••••• • •••••• • •••••• 

5. School courses in 
healthy eatina. • •••••• • •••••• • •••••• • •••••• 

6. Consumer Association • 
mmnort. • •••••• 

7. Good Food Guide ••••••• • •••••• • •••••• • •••••• 
8. European visits by 41 -t Drocessors. • •••••• 
9. FOod Conference ••••••• 
CIDlllI)I; 

1. Clothing Resource 
start-on ••••••• ••••••• • •••••• .. 

• 
2. - visits ••••••• 
l. Clothing skill 

centre start-uo ••••••• • •••••• ...... .,. 
4. Technical assistance 4 

ftt"nftP- • •••••• • •••••• ••••••• • •••••• • •••••• 
s. Sector spec:if ir. 

trainina ' unnradinn 

6. Deslnn trainfnn • •••••• • •••••• • •••••• ••••• t 

7. Hiring of skills 
from over .... 

8. Day nurseries 
• start-on ••••••• • •••••• • •••••• • •••••• 

9. Fabric converting 
f ... ibilitv studv ••••••• ••••••• 

10. Dfe1"9 ' finishint I 
t ... ibilitv studv ••••••• • •••••• 
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1988 1989 1990 1991 

• 3rd I 4th I 1st I 2ncl I 3rd J 4th I 1st I 2nd' 1st l 
iW1W 

1. Visit to Italv ••••••• ••••••• 
2. Appoint footwear 

specialist to Cyprus • TracJe Centre. ••••••• • •••••• 
3. Touri- and footwear 

stuclY ••••••• • •••••• 
4. ~ Resource 

Centre ••••••• ••••••• • •••••• ••••••• • •••••• 
5 • Day llurseries • start-DD ••••••• • •••••• ••••••• ••••••• 
6. IncJust.rial Estates ••••••• • •••••• ••••••• • •••••• • •••••• • •••••• ...... ,. 
7. Foctvear Skill 

centre start-on ••••••• ....... ••••••• • •••••• 
8. Sofblear Sellinar • •••••• 
9. X..ther Finishing 

• facility feasibility 
studv ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• 

10. Last investment 
incentives ••••••• .... .,. . 

•• Visit ~ Italv ••••••• 
2. Consortia devel,_nt ••••••• • •••••• ••••••• ••••••• 
3. llanag-.at education 

Droar- ••••••• ~ ......... ••••••• ******* ******* ******* 
4. Furniture training 

Dnxn'- ••••••• ••••••• ******* ••••••• • •••••• • •••••• 
•• Tariff review of 

-terial 1-orts 
mnr..-1a; 

1. Consortia Devel,...nt ••••••• ·-···· ••••••• ******* ******* ••••••• ******* 
2 • Steel stockholding • f eaalhilitv studv ***"'*** ••••••• 
3. Ooalitv consultants ******* ••••••• ••••t-•• • •••••• 
4. Solar heat standards ••••••• ••••••• ******* • •••••• 
5. Export market 

f eulhilitv studv ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• ••••••• 
6. Visit to Italv ••••••• ******* -· Skill audit ••••••• • •••••• 
8. Certification of 

weldina standards ••••••• ••••••• ******* ******* 
9. CAD/CAB Fellowship 

start-un ••••••• 
10. PUii> sec:tor • Ql)/CAJf. link 
11. PCB 1 ••••••• ******* ••••••• 

120 
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Appendix 5 

~with._ •U-=--i.oms "9E9 bald~ Rabin llllrray 

PUblic Sec.tor 

llinistry of a-ECe ..a IDl1asby 

M. Erotokritos 

P. Xoutourousis 

B. Cbaralambous 

Plmming Buemi 

I. Aristidou 

A. Malaos 

s. llatsis 

c. brlettides 

M. Jensen 

llinistry of Finance 

G. Badjianastasiou 

S. ltiliaris 

llinistry of '•bc'Nr 
c. Christodoulou 

llinistry of lrdacation 

N. Simeonides 

c. Philokyprou 

A. Michaelidis 

s. IContas 

Director General 

Director of Industry 

Industries Officer 

Director General 

Director of Planning 

Director of Planning 

Senior Planning Officer 

PlannillCJ Officer 

Director General 

Director 

Director General 

Director General 

Inspector General Technical Education 

Inspector of Industrial Arts 

Inspector of Technical Education 

A. Chry&ocheo Inspector of Art in Secondary Education 

bport PJ:cmotion Organ1satian 

A. lCaisis Chairman 

111.gber Technical Institute 

T. Drakos 

H. Paikkos 

alB 

A. Stamatis 

•J.co9ia mnicipllity 

L. Demetriades 

G. Constantinide• 

A. Petridou 

Director 

Footwear Quality Control Inspector 

Director of Consultancy Division 

Mayor of Nico.ta 

Economist and Town Plnner 

Architect 
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:lnlllatriallsta 

P. breltlas 

P. Loizides 

P. Savvides 

It. Anayiotos 

D. Clapp is 

c. Aspros 

B. ltranidiotis 

Ellployers & Industrialists Federation 

Cyprus Challlber of o:-rce & Industry 

A.L. Savvicles & CO Ltd 

A.Z. Furniture Ltd 

Spiliotis & Clappis 

La QU&lite 

Scupa Ltd 

Melllbers of the sector federations of industrialists in food, 

clothing, footwear, furniture and metal working. 

'l'raie Union• 

M. Ioannou 

P. Dinglis 

M. Vanezou 

Design 

E. ICouroussis 

s. Vassiliou 

s. Hadjinicolaou 

v. Charalambous 

P. Lyssiod.s 

M. Papaiacovou 

SEK 

PIO 

PIO 

Graphic Designer 

Graphic Designer 

Interior Designer 

Ceramics 

Electric Engineering Design 

Furniture Designer 
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Appendix 6 

Consultants: 

IDS CYPRUS INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY TEAM 

January mission 

Robin Murray (IDS team leader) 

Michael Best (University of Massachussets) 
Jane Humphries (University of cambridqe) 
James Rafferty (SME Services and University of 

Buckingham) 
Peter Snell (London Food Cmai.ssion) 
Jonathan Zeitlin (Birkbeck College, University 

of London) 

Administration: Bruce Claxton 
Zc.e Mars 
Francine Spencer 

Production: 

Design: 

Reprographics: 

Mary Shiner 
Irene Williams 
Sue Ong 

Theresa Dearlove 

Kim Collins 
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